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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation unpacks “innovation” along its constituent dimensions, namely 

technological, geographic, and people. I study how these dimensions interact among each 

other to define the course or trajectory of innovation. The setting for this study is the 

global wind power industry, a rapidly evolving innovation-intensive emerging industry. 

The innovations are studied at two levels – location-level and firm-level. 

At the location-level, I measure breadth and depth of innovation along the three 

dimensions. I then examine how the innovation breadth and depth at a location impact the 

locations’ innovation performance.  I find negative curvilinear effects for both but 

breadth having a larger impact than depth. Since breadth has the potential to develop 

earlier than depth, I argue that late entering new locations can catch-up faster with 

leading incumbent locations in emerging industries.  

At the firm-level, I study the development of firm’s innovation capabilities. A 

special focus is given to emerging economy multinational enterprises (EMNEs) as they 

start with lower amounts of technological and market knowledge but exhibit a fast catch-

up to get on par with the industry leading advanced economy multinationals (AMNEs).  

EMNEs are catching up with AMNEs even in emerging, high technology industries, 

where their knowledge-based disadvantages are most severe. I explain this phenomenon 

by distinguishing between output and innovation capabilities. By comparing the 

knowledge bases of an industry leading AMNE and a fast follower EMNE, I find that 

AMNE’s knowledge base is deeper and composed of more distinct technology groups 
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than that of the EMNE. Thus, although the EMNE has caught up in terms of output 

capabilities, it still lags in terms of innovation capabilities.  

Next, I study closely the process of innovation catch-up by analyzing firms’ R&D 

internationalization strategies. I study EMNE R&D internationalization by comparing it 

to that by AMNE to find that its purpose and drivers are different for EMNEs. While the 

internationalization of AMNEs’ R&D activities can to a large extent be explained in 

terms of the twin strategies of competence exploitation and competence creation, EMNE 

R&D internationalization is rooted in the firms’ overall catch-up strategy to get on par 

with industry leaders. An in-depth comparison of knowledge flows reveals that within 

AMNEs, headquarters often serves the primary source of knowledge for R&D 

subsidiaries. In contrast, within EMNEs, headquarters accesses knowledge from R&D 

subsidiaries in advanced economies for innovation catch-up. Within this dichotomy, 

accessing is more difficult and slower than sourcing making EMNE innovation catch-up 

harder and slower. 

_________________________________ 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Research Question 

Global dispersion of technology (Cantwell, 1995) and the growing geographic 

spread of value creation (Mudambi, 2008) define today’s knowledge economy. As a 

result, firms are increasingly coordinating their knowledge creation activities across 

geographic space, especially in knowledge-intensive industries (Lorenzen, 2005). 

Innovation is thus no longer constrained to cluster at a few locations. This expanding 

geography of innovation has several effects in knowledge-intensive industries. While 

existing innovative locations are becoming more globally connected (Bathelt, Malmberg, 

and Maskell, 2004; Lorenzen and Mudambi, 2013), new locations are increasingly 

entering these industries’ global innovation systems (Mudambi, 2008; Kumaraswamy et 

al., 2012).  

Entry into new industries and their innovation systems is prominently studied 

with respect to firms. For example, industry lifecycle theorists explore the characteristics 

of the underlying technology and its relation to industry evolution and firm entry 

(Abernathy, 1978; Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; Klepper, 1996, 1997). In general, it is 

shown that in the early phases of an industry, when the technological domain is evolving 

and product standards are not established, several firms enter with many product variants. 

In the later stages however, entry slows and the industry experiences a shakeout. While 

there are exceptions, many industries are shown to follow such an evolutionary pattern 

(Klepper, 1997).  
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To this firm-focused entry model, economic geographers add the dimension of 

geography to study entry of new locations into global innovation system. Most notably, 

Audretsch and Feldman (1996a, 1996b) showed that the geographic patterns of 

innovation are shaped by the stage of the industry’s lifecycle. They argued that 

innovative activity tends to cluster highly during the emerging phase of an industry. This 

clustering stems from the important role of tacit knowledge and its positive association 

with agglomeration economies in generating innovations in the emerging phase. As the 

industry matures, the positive agglomeration benefits are replaced by congestion effects. 

This causes the innovative activity to be geographically dispersed in mature industries 

resulting in entry of new locations. With this dissertation, I examine whether the forces of 

new knowledge economy – dispersal of technology and value creation – are changing this 

geographic clustering of innovation in emerging industries.  

Research Method 

The dissertation extends the technological-geographic analysis of economic 

geography by adding to the analysis another dimension of innovation – those of the 

inventors. I simultaneously analyze the three dimensions of innovation – technological, 

geographic, and people – to trace the trajectory of innovation and study entry of new 

locations in emerging industries. Particularly, I closely examine how innovation 

capabilities develop at entering locations and how these capabilities help in catching up 

with leading innovative locations. The analyses involve measuring the breadth and depth 

of innovation along the above three constituent dimensions. I then examine how the 

breadth and depth of innovation at a location affect the innovation performance of that 

location. These are quantitative analyses that use patent data from United States Patents 
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and Trademarks Office (USPTO) database. Further, network analysis is applied to patent 

data for measuring breadth and depth. 

Innovation studies conducted at the level of locations essentially study, in 

aggregate, the innovation effort by firms present at those locations. Thus, in the next set 

of analyses, I disaggregate the location-level by studying innovation at the level of firms. 

The analyses focus on studying how firms from new locations enter the innovation 

systems of emerging industries and undertake catch-up with leading firms of the industry. 

A special focus is given to firms from emerging economies as they catch up to overcome 

their late entry as well as their knowledge-disadvantaged background. The analyses 

involve two types of data, (i) qualitative and (ii) quantitative. Qualitative data are 

obtained through semi-structured interviews with R&D executives at the leading firms 

and industry experts, and through secondary sources such as academic cases and papers, 

company reports, industry reports, and news articles. The quantitative evidence is 

obtained from the USPTO patents. 

I study the global wind power industry as the emerging industry in this 

dissertation. The industry came into existence in the early 1980s after the leading nations 

of the world suffered a severe oil shortage in the late 1970s (Garud and Karnoe, 2003). 

Since then, the industry has witnessed establishment of dominant design, steady output 

growth, shakeouts, changing policy regimes, and technological discontinuities – 

characteristic features of emerging industries (demonstrated in chapters 3, 6, and also in 

Awate, Larsen and Mudambi, 2012. I will refer to these chapters and the paper as Awate 

et al., 2012 henceforth in this dissertation).  
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The analyses show that electricity and aerodynamics are the industry’s core 

technologies but then it also uses knowledge from a variety of other peripheral 

technologies such as automobile, construction, chemicals, ICT, and so on.  

Findings 

At the location-level, I find that, in this industry, innovation catch-up of newly 

entering locations can be fast. The fast innovation catch-up is seen when the locations 

have knowledge of several related technologies. In other words, the locations exhibit 

breadth of innovation spanning variety of related technologies. Thus, while depth in 

certain technologies too positively affects the innovation catch-up, breadth has a larger 

impact than depth. This is primarily due to the fact that emerging industries often do not 

have a knowledge domain of their own and innovations in these industries thrive on 

knowledge recombinations from related industries. A broader knowledge of several 

related technologies may help in identifying innovative recombinations across industries 

and technologies.  

Since breadth has the potential to develop earlier than depth, I argue that late 

entering new locations can exhibit a fast innovation catch-up in this industry. Further, I 

find that both breadth and depth of innovation have negative curvilinear effects on the 

innovation performance of a location indicating that a sole focus on breadth (or depth) in 

the long term is detrimental (March, 1991; Awate et al., 2012). In the initial years 

however, new locations experience an accelerated innovation catch-up due to their 

innovation breadth.  

At firm-level, I find that innovation catch-up is much slower than that found at the 

location-level. This is reasonable given that locations embody the knowledge of both the 
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local firms and foreign firms’ subsidiaries resulting in a much broader and deeper 

knowledge base as compared to that of a single firm. At the firm-level, I find that catch-

up is of two kinds, namely (i) catch-up in output capabilities and (ii) catch-up in 

innovation capabilities. Output capabilities embrace knowledge about the overall 

technology of the product and can often be acquired in the market, especially in nascent 

and emerging industries. Innovation capabilities, however, necessitate more profound 

knowledge of both the overall technology and architectural innovation (Henderson and 

Clark, 1990), and require firms to know more than the technology of the final product 

(Brusoni, Prencipe and Pavitt, 2001). Given the nature of innovation capabilities, I find 

that output catch-up occurs much earlier than innovation catch-up.  

This finding has important implications when viewed in the context of firms from 

emerging economies. These firms often get exposure to the state-of-the-art technology 

through the local subsidiaries of multinational enterprises (MNEs) (Kumaraswamy et al, 

2012). As value chains become increasingly disaggregated across firms and locations, 

emerging economy firms attempt to associate with local MNE subsidiaries to conduct 

basic functions within MNE’s global value chain (Mudambi, 2008; Sturgeon, 

Biesebroeck, and Gereffi, 2008). The local firms with enough resources then make 

strategic investments abroad to become emerging economy MNEs (EMNEs). Their direct 

investments in advanced economies are often asset-seeking in nature (Bartlett and 

Ghoshal, 2000; Mathews, 2006). Since EMNEs are late entrants on the world stage, they 

undertake rapid internationalization to catch up with the MNEs from advanced 

economies (AMNEs) (Bonaglia, Goldstein, Mathews, 2006; Luo and Tung, 2007; 

Kumaraswamy et al, 2012). 
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As seen in a number of industries (Luo and Tung, 2007; Mathews, Hu, and Wu, 

2011; Zeng and Williamson, 2003), EMNEs are rapidly catching up with the industry 

frontier. I argue that this to a large extent can be explained by their focus on output catch-

up. Therefore, while many EMNEs appear to have caught up with incumbent AMNEs, I 

suggest that this catch up relates mostly to the EMNEs’ output capabilities and not their 

innovation capabilities.  

With regards to innovation catch-up, I find that EMNEs undertake it through 

internationalization of their R&D activities. They set up R&D subsidiaries by acquiring 

foreign knowledge-bearing firms. They focus on accessing state-of-the-art knowledge 

embedded in their foreign subsidiaries. This is in contrast to AMNEs that often source 

knowledge to their foreign Greenfield subsidiaries. Accessing rather than sourcing 

knowledge presumes closer interaction and negotiation with an R&D subsidiary that may 

be more powerful and driven by motives other than that of the EMNE headquarters. 

Thus, I argue that EMNEs reliance on accessing may expose them to subsidiary 

opportunism delaying their innovation catch-up.  

Contributions 

The location-level analysis traces the trajectory of innovation in the global wind 

power industry. It points out the possibility that locations, which are new to emerging 

industries, can be successful innovators. As the late entering new locations successfully 

take on innovation activities, it illustrates that the forces of new knowledge economy are 

causing a wider geographic dispersal of knowledge creation activities in emerging 

industries.  
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In general, dispersal of value creation has caused an increasing fine slicing of 

global value chain (Mudambi, 2008). It has thus shifted the economic activity from trade 

in goods to trade in activities. While the trade-in-goods era did exhibit clustering of 

innovation in emerging industries, as shown by the works of Audretsch and Feldman, I 

show that the trade-in-activities era is experiencing a comparatively wider geographic 

circumference of innovation in emerging industries. It thus calls for a revision of our 

understanding about emerging industries.  

Further, it raises an important question whether product innovations in emerging 

industries are an exclusive outcome of exploratory R&D. The location-level analyses in 

fact show that it may be the exploitative R&D in the related established industries that 

may be driving the product innovations in this emerging industry. The knowledge 

generated through exploitative R&D may have a large impact in this industry equivalent 

to exploratory R&D. The result further shows that the exploitative R&D in established 

industries can be fine sliced and exported to newer locations such as those in emerging 

economies, leading to the wider innovation geography.  

Firm-level results shed further light on the phenomenon of catch-up. Firms 

belonging to certain geographic contexts may focus on one type of catch-up more than 

another. This results in different kinds of capabilities for those firms. For example, the 

strategies of the industry leading AMNEs may often be focused on innovation and 

design, aimed at developing the “next generation” of output.  The strategies of the EMNE 

fast-followers are instead to maintain the capabilities to rapidly replicate the next 

generation output as soon as it comes on stream. These are imitative capabilities of a very 
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high order and may help the EMNEs to leapfrog AMNEs’ initial stages of knowledge 

development and arrive in a position of comparative advantage.  

However, as EMNEs begin to focus on innovation catch-up through R&D 

internationalization, their dependence on knowledge accessing may delay their 

innovation catch-up.  

Finally, this dissertation shows that EMNEs, despite lacking advanced 

technological knowledge, can enter and succeed in knowledge-intensive and turbulent 

environments such as the wind power industry. It shows that industry nascence can in 

fact offer certain advantages, which are often ignored when highlighting the turbulence of 

such industries. Much research has studied how EMNEs emerge in more traditional and 

mature industries such as pharmaceuticals (Chittoor and Ray, 2007), cement (Mathews, 

2006) and automobiles (Kumaraswamy et al., 2012). My dissertation thus provides 

evidence to counter perceptions that EMNEs can only become global players in mature 

industries, which are far more stable and comparatively less knowledge intensive than 

emerging industries. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL CONTEXT 

Emerging Industries 

Evolution of new industries is depicted as a staged process by industry life cycle 

theorists. While the stages are distinguished with fluid boundaries and their number 

varies across scholars (Williamson, 1975; Abernathy and Utterback, 1978; Clark, 1985; 

Klepper, 1997), there is a common underlying theme, which notes that the level of 

uncertainty reduces from one stage to the next. In this dissertation, I identify an emerging 

industry as the one spanning the lifecycle stages that appear before established or mature 

stage. Thus, there is a considerable uncertainty in terms of strategy, operations, external 

environment, demand and growth (Abernathy, 1978; Covin and Slevin, 1990). These are 

high-velocity industries (Eisenhardt, 1989) as they witness entry by several firms and 

changing market shares (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978). Product innovations tend to 

dominate process innovations in these industries (Klepper, 1996). Both technological 

regime and demand characteristics experience frequent changes. Thus, what appears to be 

a converging dominant design and steady output growth may be disrupted by 

discontinuities (Anderson and Tushman, 1990; Klepper, 1997).  

In addition to the technological and market uncertainties, emerging industries face 

major non-market hindrances resulting from the lack of cognitive and socio-political 

legitimacy (Aldrich and Fiol, 1994). These include opposition from established industries 

(and their political representatives) for the fear of competition, opposition from public 

due to lack of knowledge about the industry’s product or service, and skepticism from 
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customers, creditors, suppliers, and potential employees about industry’s future. Some of 

the recommended strategies for operating in emerging industries include negotiating with 

established industries to avoid conflict of interest, building inter-firm linkages, and 

collective lobbying (Aldrich and Fiol, 1994). Moreover, emerging industry entrepreneurs 

benefit by framing their innovations to appear closer and complementary to established 

industries. For instance, Hargadon and Douglas (2001) showed how Edison framed the 

nascent electricity industry to more closely resemble the established gas-lighting 

industry. 

Entry into Emerging Industries 

Firms 

The scholars of the industry life cycle theory, most notably, Steven Klepper, 

studied closely the characteristics of the emerging phase of an industry, entry-exit of 

firms in this phase and the kind of innovation (product versus process) that the firms 

focus on. At the heart of this dynamic is the core idea of strategy literature – firms have 

distinctive competencies which influences their performance (Porter, 1980). The distinct 

competencies shape their focus on product versus process innovation (Klepper, 1996).  

The arguments build on product lifecycle theory (Abernathy and Utterback, 1978) 

which states that, in the emerging phase of an industry, there is considerable uncertainty 

about technology, consumer preferences, and demand characteristics. As a result, firms 

enter with various product variants appealing to different consumers. As noted by 

Klepper (1996), these entrants are smaller firms and have expertise in product 

innovations. However, the introduced product innovation often gets quickly copied by the 

rivals thereby diminishing entrants’ competitive advantage. The imitation may be due to 
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weak intellectual property rights (IPR) regime in the emerging phase. With imitation, the 

price is driven down and entrants’ profits are reduced.  

The quick imitations occurring in the emerging phase imply that the innovations 

become very rapidly standardized. As a result, with each entry, the value-added from 

introduced product innovations continues to rise. The increasing value-requirements thus 

become necessary for the entrants to be profitable and for the entry to continue. 

Accordingly, the less innovative firms exit. Over time, the innovative firms that manage 

to stay in this industry reduce their average cost through process R&D and continue to be 

profitable even as the price drops. Finally, the product-innovator entrants can no longer 

sustain entry given the very high value-added requirements from their innovation and 

comparatively a very low price for those innovations. As a result, entry ceases and the 

innovative incumbents grow in size. With declining product innovations, the industry 

settles on a dominant design (Klepper, 1996). 

 Klepper’s model explains the patterns of entry and exit and the changing focus of 

firms from product to process innovations. Further, it highlights the evolving nature of 

technology that shapes innovations in the emerging phase and also gets shaped by them. 

An important fact to note here is that as the industry appears to have settled on a 

dominant design, the technological regime may change due to a technological 

discontinuity (Anderson and Tushman, 1990; Jovanovic and MacDonald, 1994). This 

results in a new technological trajectory and the entry-exit patterns may repeat. Emerging 

phase of the industry is known to be particularly prone to such technological 

discontinuities. In sum, the industry life cycle theory highlights the technological 

intensity and uncertainty in emerging industries. 
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Locations 

To this primarily technological discussion of entry into new industries, economic 

geographers added the dimension of geography by studying entry of locations in these 

industries. The arguments build on the industry lifecycle theory and focus on the 

characteristics of knowledge in each phase. Knowledge itself is weightless and thus 

easier to transport (Almeida and Kogut, 1999). However, it is long argued that the 

economics of knowledge is spatially bounded (Marshall, 1920; Krugman, 1991). This is 

applicable particularly to tacit knowledge, which is strongly location-bound or sticky 

with respect to its location (von Hippel, 1998). The geographic scope of knowledge is 

important to understand given the critical role played by knowledge spillovers in 

generating innovations.  

Indeed, innovations are generated through a cumulative process in which new 

knowledge builds upon existing knowledge. Existing knowledge becomes available as it 

often diffuses into the geographic space around knowledge-bearing firms (Jacob, 1969; 

Almeida and Kogut, 1999). The diffusion occurs through strategic collaborations or 

competition of local actors (Porter, 1998) and externalities through local spillovers 

(Nelson, 1959; Arrow, 1962; Griliches, 1992; Jaffe, Trajtenberg, and Henderson, 1993; 

Audretsch and Feldman, 1996a; Breschi and Lissoni, 2001). Knowledge spillovers have 

received considerable attention as they show that R&D spending not only increases the 

productivity of the focal firm but also of other firms and industries (Jaffe et al., 1993). 

The R&D knowledge spills over through interactions, exchanges, and mobility of 

knowledge-bearers (e.g. engineers, scientists) within regional boundaries (Saxenian, 
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1994; Almeida and Kogut, 1999). This generates a local buzz (Bathelt, Malmberg, and 

Maskell, 2004) creating fertile regions for innovations.  

This importance of “local”, although well documented, has lately come under 

scrutiny (Lorenzen, 2005). Even then, the regional argument highlights the role of 

geography in creating new knowledge. When linked to industry lifecycle theory, it shows 

how innovation trajectory moves in the geographic space. It is noted that new economic 

knowledge plays an important role in the emerging phase of the industry (Audretsch and 

Feldman, 1996b). Further, this knowledge is tacit (Audretsch and Feldman, 1996a, 

1996b) and spreads through knowledge spillovers which are often localized (Krugman, 

1991; Grossman and Helpman, 1991; Jaffe et al., 1993). This implies that innovation 

activity in the emerging industries will be highly clustered in certain locations. However, 

as the industries mature, innovation activity disperses to a wider area. The clustering in 

the emerging phase benefits from positive agglomeration economies. However, in the 

later stages, these are replaced by congestion effects. This implies that “new ideas need 

new space” in the mature industry stages (Audretsch and Feldman, 1996b: 254).  

These arguments imply that emerging industries experience minimal entry of 

locations into their innovation systems. Rather, entry of locations may peak in the mature 

phase of the industry when knowledge becomes more codified and thus easier to 

transport. Such knowledge will then diffuse to a wider geographic area away from its 

sources.  

Emerging Economies and EMNEs 

The recent wave of EMNEs making their appearance on world markets can be 

traced to the liberalization and the introduction of market systems into vast numbers of 
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countries beginning with the Chilean pro-market reforms in late 1970s and the Chinese 

reforms in the early 1980s (Cuervo-Cazurra and Dau, 2009; Dau, 2012; Peng, 1997). The 

fall of the Berlin Wall and the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1989 brought a large group 

of so-called transition economies, with sophisticated labor forces and skills, into the open 

global economy (Fischer, Sahay and Vegh, 1996). In the 1990s, numerous Asian 

countries undertook radical liberalization, and began a process of integration into the 

world economy (Panagriya, 2004). As firms in these economies found protective trade 

barriers removed and were forced to compete in open markets, the most successful of 

them have now begun to appear on global markets as EMNEs. Although there were also 

EMNEs before liberalization and the introduction of market systems (see e.g. Lall, 1983; 

Wells, 1983), the focus of this dissertation relates to the more recent wave of EMNEs 

(Mathews, 2006; Ramamurti and Singh, 2009). 

Why Study EMNEs? 

Literature has documented numerous challenges in emerging economies, most 

stemming from an environment of scarcity and constraints. For example, financial 

resources are critical to the commercial expansion into overseas markets (Hitt et al., 

2000). Financial markets in most emerging economies are, however, underdeveloped, 

with the costs of capital being high (Khanna and Palepu, 2000; Hitt et al, 2000). Further, 

emerging economy firms face weaknesses in their home markets that present significant 

challenges to expansion and the associated scale economies. These include infrastructural 

shortcomings, unreliable supply chains (Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc, 2008; 2011), 

institutional voids (Khanna and Palepu, 1999), and the non-availability of many 

complementary business services (Kumaraswamy et al, 2012).  
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Given this background, the emergence of EMNEs has gained significant attention 

from the international business scholars. Perhaps the most interesting appearances of 

EMNEs are in emerging sunrise industries (Covin and Slevin, 1990). Historically, new 

technologies and the resulting new industries have been the preserve of AMNEs, 

including their smaller variants like international new ventures (Gassmann and Keupp, 

2007). This is largely explained by the fact that the vast majority of technology hotspots 

and world leading universities and research centers are located in advanced market 

economies (Mudambi, 2008). Firms from these economies, both purely domestic and 

AMNEs, have a clear home base advantage. They have local access to new research, 

knowledge, and technologies. Indeed, most advanced economy firms in high technology 

industries have long histories of working and collaborating with such research centers. 

Moreover, in the current milieu of open innovation, such ties are becoming stronger and 

deeper (Keupp and Gassmann, 2009).  

Compared to them, EMNEs originate in a resource-constrained environment. 

Hence, it is surprising to find them operating and succeeding within such knowledge 

intensive emerging industries dominated by incumbent AMNEs. They face the 

disadvantages of late-entry and knowledge-backwardness at two levels – firm-level and 

country-level. Thus, their transition to become large EMNEs by overcoming the 

disadvantages presents a context of maximum variation (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 1994; 

Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007) at these two levels.  

While even late entrant domestic firms from advanced economies work to gain 

competitive advantage in these industries, their competence building efforts start at a 

much higher knowledge level. Overcoming resource constraints and accessing 
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technology is far less severe for them. Thus, studying EMNEs’ efforts to compete and 

succeed in emerging industries has a great potential to offer theoretical insights.  

Where Do EMNEs Come From? Domestic Entrepreneurship 

 The studies on EMNEs often begin after the emerging economy firms become 

multinationals. Their entrepreneurial activities in the domestic market before going 

international have received relatively less attention. The role played by home market 

entrepreneurship, which is antecedent to becoming an EMNE, is equally important. 

Given the resource constraints of emerging economies, entrepreneurship in these 

contexts requires an interesting mix of qualities. Apart from the well-known 

entrepreneurial qualities, such as alertness, imagination, and uncertainty-bearing for 

speculative profits, these entrepreneurs exhibit hardship-surviving competencies (Luo, 

Sun, and Wang, 2011). These include the ability to make do with limited resources, 

adapting imported technology for local conditions, and frugal innovations for base of the 

economic pyramid (Hart and Christensen, 2002; Prahlad, 2005; Ray and Ray, 2010). The 

entrepreneur’s strategies targeting the base of the pyramid sometimes result in social 

entrepreneurship, as exemplified by the microfinance model adopted by rural banks in 

Bangladesh (Hill and Mudambi, 2010).  

Apart from accepting the challenges of an emerging economy, these entrepreneurs 

often work with and influence governments to establish new market-based institutions, 

thereby exhibiting institutional entrepreneurship. Such institutional entrepreneurship has 

been analyzed in the context of agricultural, financial, and industrial reforms in China 

(Li, Feng, and Jiang, 2006). In emerging economy contexts, business groups are an 

important source of corporate entrepreneurship, since they provide the means to tackle 
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institutional voids, limited resources, and market failure. Business groups create internal 

markets for labor and capital, act as intermediaries in dealing with government officials, 

and can strongly influence policy makers to gain resources and curb foreign competition 

(Khanna and Palepu, 1997; Ghemawat and Khanna, 1998).  

 Emerging Economies in Emerging Industries 

Emerging economies are often found to enter an MNE’s value chain at the middle 

of the value curve by performing low value-added standardized activities (Mudambi, 

2008). The firms in these economies then learn high value-added activities and attempt to 

move up the value curve. This phenomenon is shown in various mature industries such as 

the computing industry, mobile handsets, athletic shoes, auto, and film industry 

(Mudambi, 2008). Entry of emerging economies in emerging industries remains 

relatively under-explored. In the following sections, we explore the factors that drive 

emerging economy entrepreneurship in emerging industries. 

Knightian Entrepreneurship 

The term entrepreneurship has been traced to the work of Cantillon (1755) who 

visualized an entrepreneur as an agent that contracted with suppliers at known prices to 

produce goods that could be sold later at uncertain prices (Ricketts, 2008). The link 

between entrepreneurship and uncertainty was developed further by Knight (1921). He 

distinguished uncertainty from probabilistic risk to argue that business decision-making 

occurs in a world of uncertainty where the range of possible future outcomes and their 

likelihoods both are unknown. Supporting Cantillon’s view of entrepreneur as an 

uncertainty-bearer, he argued that entrepreneurs exercise their judgment about future 

outcomes by investing resources today that may or may not realize profits tomorrow. 
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According to Knight then, profits are a reward to the entrepreneur for bearing uncertainty 

and for anticipating the future better than others (Foss and Klein, 2012). Thus, an 

entrepreneur need not always be a creator or a radical innovator as Schumpeter (1942) 

envisioned. Rather, an entrepreneur is a judgmental actor who assembles, configures, and 

reconfigures bundles of resources under conditions of uncertainty to invest in seemingly 

profitable and currently unexploited economic opportunities (Foss and Klein, 2012). 

Entrepreneurship in emerging economies and in emerging industries implies that 

the entrepreneur lacks both technological and business knowledge. Intuitively, this might 

represent an extreme case of Knightian uncertainty where exercising any judgment is 

very challenging. However, there are three important drivers that underlie the success of 

such Knightian entrepreneurship – an open economy, industry nascence and local market 

knowledge. 

Open Economy 

According to Vernon’s product cycle model, MNEs from the advanced economies 

consider entering the developing economies in later stages of a product’s lifecycle by 

setting up manufacturing operations. By this time, the product has matured and become 

standardized in other advanced economies. Its global demand has become highly price 

elastic. The MNE’s entry motive is to prolong the revenue stream from a product that has 

typically become obsolete in advanced economies and whose development costs have 

been recouped. Thus, they enter developing economies with low cost, labor-intensive, 

standardized product technologies. An important reason behind entering with 

standardized technologies relates to the limitations of operating in a developing economy. 
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Standardized technologies minimize the local input of factors such as skilled workers that 

are often missing in the developing economy (Vernon, 1966: 203). 

In Vernon’s product cycle model, the MNE can exploit arbitrage opportunities 

based on barriers between heterogeneous national markets. It effectively explained the 

patterns of trade and FDI for several years following World War II through the 1960s. As 

the global dispersion of technology began to increase, MNEs started to expand their 

internal networks to exploit distant knowledge sources (Cantwell, 1995). As a result, the 

time interval between the introduction of a new product in an MNE’s home market and in 

(often distant) foreign markets started to decrease (Vernon, 1979). The product cycle 

model began losing its explanatory power in the case of rapidly industrializing open 

economies. However, it remained relevant for developing economies that remained 

closed. The trade and FDI barriers of the closed economies preserved the disparities of 

the market environments, so that arbitrage opportunities persisted.  

For a foreign firm, entering a closed economy is extremely challenging since the 

host government is often keen on implementing import substitution strategies to develop 

local industries. Only large, cash-rich MNEs can ride out the challenges arising from 

economic opacity, stemming from an uncertain political environment and 

underdeveloped institutions. Protected from intense competition by trade and other 

barriers, these MNEs behave as predicted by the product cycle model and bring in their 

mature standardized, often obsolete technologies.  

However, once an economy opens up, FDI and trade barriers are lowered, 

financial and legal institutions stabilize, and economic transparency increases. The 

environment is now conducive for the entry of smaller knowledge-bearing foreign firms. 
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These firms compete with large, established MNEs by bringing in the latest technologies. 

The technologies become accessible to the domestic firms through transfer or spillover, 

creating opportunities for domestic entrepreneurs (Agarwal, Audretsch, and Sarkar, 

2010). Indeed, as value chains become increasingly disaggregated across firms and 

locations, emerging economy entrepreneurs attempt to associate with local MNE 

subsidiaries to conduct basic functions within MNE’s global value chain (Mudambi, 

2008; Sturgeon, Biesebroeck, and Gereffi, 2008). 

Industry Nascence 

The context of an emerging industry makes this scenario even more favorable to 

the domestic entrepreneurs. As noted by the industry lifecycle framework, an industry’s 

early entrants tend to be smaller product innovators. Larger firms that have greater 

competencies at process innovation and have higher minimum efficient scale (MES) 

appear in the later stages as product innovations decline and industry begins to 

experience shakeout (Klepper, 1996).  

When the contexts of an emerging industry and an open economy of a developing 

country converge, a unique environment is created for domestic entrepreneurs. The 

newness of the industry implies that the local developing country market is small and 

unattractive to large domestic firms. It also implies the dominant firms in the global 

industry are relatively small as are those foreign knowledge-bearing firms that choose to 

enter the local market. The absence of large firms, both domestic and foreign, in the 

home market implies that the entry barriers are relatively low for this industry. A 

perceptive entrepreneur who recognizes this opportunity may enter the industry with 

relative ease. 
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Local Market Knowledge 

By associating with MNE subsidiaries, the entrepreneur may quickly learn the 

basic skills and attempt to move up the value chain by undertaking more sophisticated 

activities with the MNE subsidiary and with new MNE partners (Mudambi, 2008; 

Mudambi and Venzin, 2010; Giuliani, Peitrobelli, and Rabelloti, 2005). This partnership 

enables the entrepreneur to obtain technical and business knowledge and in return, the 

MNE subsidiary gets local market knowledge and access (Hitt et al., 2000). 

The importance of local market knowledge that the domestic firms possess has 

been extensively discussed by the literature on MNE-host country firm partnerships 

(Stopford and Wells, 1972; Doz, Prahalad, and Hamel, 1990; Makino and Delios, 1996; 

Inkpen and Beamish, 1997; Hitt et al., 2000). Such superior local market knowledge can 

potentially offset the entrepreneur’s technological disadvantage with respect to the 

foreign firms. If the entrepreneur can access foreign technologies, via transfers or 

spillovers, then in theory, he may be able to combine this technological knowledge with 

the knowledge of local market to create unique business opportunities and gain an 

advantage over foreign competitors. In the context of an emerging industry, which is 

undergoing constant technological change and has a weak IPR regime, foreign firms’ 

technologies would be more accessible to the entrepreneur as compared to mature 

industries. Further, given the subjective nature of an opportunity (Foss et al., 2008), the 

entrepreneur who recognizes its profit potential and exploits it can gain a short-run 

monopolistic advantage over other domestic competitors (Kirzner, 1973: 133). By 

outdoing both foreign and domestic competitors, such an entrepreneur can potentially 

succeed in dominating the local market. 
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EMNE Emergence 

Emerging economy entrepreneurs often derive significant benefits from their 

partnerships with MNEs. By entering an MNE’s global value chain, they become 

connected to the global production and innovation system of the industry. Those with 

enough resources then make strategic investments abroad to become EMNEs.  We follow 

Luo and Tung (2007) to define EMNEs as those multinational enterprises from emerging 

economies that are engaged in outward FDI where they exercise control and undertake 

value-adding activities in one or more foreign countries. The definition therefore 

excludes exporters, importers, minority joint ventures with an overseas partner, state-

owned enterprises pursuing their government's objectives and enterprises investing 

abroad for tax reasons.  

An important class of firms often discussed as being at the intersection of 

entrepreneurship and internationalization are international new ventures (INVs). These 

firms are multinational right from their inception (Oviatt and McDougall, 1994). They 

focus on an aggressive internationalization strategy. However, they do not necessarily 

engage in FDI to own foreign assets but seek out other governance forms such as 

strategic alliances, licensing, and franchising. They are often observed in dynamic, 

knowledge-intensive industries where their superior knowledge resources can be 

transferred across national borders to exploit opportunities in foreign locations (Oviatt 

and McDougall, 1994). A key characteristic of firms in this class is the valuable 

knowledge resources that they own which are critical to their survival (Mudambi and 

Zahra, 2007) and also drive their internationalization (Oviatt and McDougall, 1994).  
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In contrast, learning intent is the major driver for young entrepreneurial EMNEs 

to enter advanced economies. Their direct investments in developed countries are often 

asset-seeking in nature (Bartlett and Ghoshal, 2000; Mathews, 2006). These assets 

include novel technology, established brands, networks of suppliers and distributors 

(Kumar, 1998; van Hoesel, 1999), strategic linkages with developed country firms (Chen 

and Chen, 1998), legitimacy and reputation (Hitt et al., 2000). Since EMNEs are late 

entrants on the world stage, they must undertake rapid internationalization to catch up 

with the AMNEs (Bonaglia, Goldstein, Mathews, 2006; Luo and Tung, 2007; 

Kumaraswamy et al, 2012).  

Catch-up 

A number of recent studies have pinpointed the rapid technological catch-up of 

EMNEs with industry incumbent AMNEs (e.g. Mathews, 2006; Mathews et al., 2011; 

Mudambi, 2008). EMNEs’ catch-up describes the process whereby firms from emerging 

economy markets derive parity in the technological capabilities with industry incumbent 

AMNEs. This allows EMNEs to successfully compete internationally. A model of the 

catch-up process is presented in Kumaraswamy et al. (2012). 

The conceptualization of ‘catch-up’ itself is not new. A substantial body of 

literature examines how developing countries catch up and eventually converge with 

industrialized countries (e.g. Abramovitz, 1986; Bell and Pavitt, 1993; Lall, 1990). The 

general hypothesis in these studies is that developing countries’ comparative 

underdevelopment relative to the industrialized countries carries the potential for rapid 

advancement. For example, Abramovitz (1986) argues that the larger the technological 

and productivity gap between a “leading country” and a “following country”, the stronger 
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is the potential for the follower to grow rapidly. Late-comer “following” countries have 

the advantage of leapfrogging the incremental stages of leading countries’ innovations 

and technological achievements. In other words, the further a country is behind a leading 

country in its technological stock, the greater is its potential for rapid growth. 

We see similar patterns of catch-up at the EMNE firm level. The lack of 

technological knowledge in the home markets to develop the necessary capabilities of 

competing internationally (Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc, 2008; 2011) creates a gap between 

new entrant EMNEs and incumbent AMNEs. As a result, EMNEs are able to rapidly 

catch up if they can quickly acquire the requisite technologies by sourcing or acquiring 

firms in advanced economies. Indeed, as Hennart (2012) argues, emerging economy 

firms’ specific advantages such as the possession of superior technologies are not 

necessary prerequisites for multinational expansion as these can be acquired in the host 

countries. Thus, EMNEs can rapidly convert their initial disadvantage of technological 

insufficiency to an advantage by avoiding many of the pioneering costs incurred by the 

AMNEs. This allows them to reach technological parity with leading AMNEs without 

using substantial time and resources on technology development. 

Capabilities 

When discussing catch-up processes, there is an inherent difference between the 

output capabilities of manufacturing the products at the technological forefront and the 

innovation capabilities of developing and enhancing the existing technologies (Bell and 

Pavitt, 1993). Output capabilities describe firms’ technologies and skills relating directly 

to the currently observable product or service. They do not require the ability to enhance 

or develop the product, since knowledge requirements are well defined. Thus, output 
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capabilities are well suited to imitation strategies, and with adept management, they are 

amenable to rapid acquisition. Innovation capabilities, by contrast, are the technologies 

and skills relating to developing and enhancing the observable product or service. They 

therefore go beyond smaller adaptations and adjustments of the product, and rather 

describe firms’ ability to develop the “next generation” of the product. Thus, innovation 

capabilities not only require firms’ knowledge of the overall technology of the product, 

but also of complementary technologies and skills (Brusoni et al., 2001). This involves 

creating and leveraging knowledge over a wide range, without knowing which 

components or aspects are eventually used (Teece, 1992). The ability of applying such a 

wide range of knowledge to the specialist area implies a deep knowledge of the core 

technology and the ability to see complementarities that would escape a less 

knowledgeable party. A habituation of working with unknown and often unrelated 

technologies frequently requires the firms to find new partners and to develop 

sophisticated capabilities at working in open innovation systems (Keupp and Gassmann, 

2009; Dunlap-Hinkler, Kotabe, and Mudambi, 2010).  

Building innovation capabilities is a complex process, which evolves slowly over 

time (Henderson, 1994: 626). Compared to innovation capabilities, the output capabilities 

are much easier to acquire through imitative strategies (Lall, 1990) and can result in a 

rapid output catch up. This also suggests that innovation strategies are fundamentally 

different from imitation strategies. The deep knowledge of the overall technology as well 

as architectural innovation cannot be short-circuited (Henderson and Clark, 1990). 

However, the literature leaves us with little insight on how the EMNE catch-up 

process corresponds with output and innovation capabilities. For example, while scholars 
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like Zeng and Williamson (2003), Mathews et al.,  (2011) and Lou and Tung (2007) 

document the emergence of a number of highly innovative EMNEs, there are other 

indications that late-comer EMNEs may be less innovative and more imitative (Luo, Sun 

and Wang, 2011). For example, Amsden and Tschang (2003) point out that although 

firms from emerging economies are increasingly undertaking a range of R&D activities, 

the complexity of technological activities is still substantially lower than that found at the 

technological frontier. The simple acquisition of production knowledge does not 

automatically prompt the EMNE insider status in the industry that would subsequently 

ease the local knowledge search and competence-building efforts (Cantwell and 

Mudambi, 2011). This knowledge gap is even more acute in the case of emerging or 

“sunrise” industries that are characterized by high levels of uncertainty along the 

dimensions of innovation and operations, strategies, demand for products and services, 

growth potentials, and industry environment (Covin and Slevin, 1990).  
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CHAPTER 3 

INDUSTRY CONTEXT: GLOBAL WIND POWER INDUSTRY 

  Introduction 

A wind turbine is a mechanical device that converts kinetic wind energy to 

electromagnetic energy (Garud and Karnøe, 2003). A typical modern wind turbine 

consists of three blades attached to a rotor that is mounted on a tall tower. Components 

such as shafts, brakes, gearbox and generator are located in a nacelle behind the rotor, as 

shown in figure 1. Wind power is transferred from the blades to the rotor shaft and 

gearbox, and finally to the generator which converts the energy into electrical power on a 

connected power grid (Musgrove, 2010). The design and development of wind turbines 

require particular knowledge of electricity, electronics, mechanics, hydraulics, advanced 

materials and aerodynamics (Garud and Karnøe 2003). 

Today, wind power is one of the world’s fastest growing sources of energy. In 

2011, the global cumulative installed wind power capacity was 237,669 megawatts (MW) 

(GWEC, 2012), capable of providing around 3% of global electricity consumption 

(WWEA, 2012). The industry is highly concentrated with a few large manufacturers 

together having a market share of over 50%. The top 5 manufacturers in 2011 were 

Vestas (12.7%), Sinovel (9%), Goldwind (8.7%), Gamesa (8.0%), and Enercon (7.8%), 

with GE (7.7%) and Suzlon (7.6%) close behind (Cleantech, 2012). The industry has 

traditionally been dominated by Western (and particularly European) firms such as 

Vestas, NEG (Denmark), and Enercon (Germany).  However, in the 1990s, it witnessed 

the entrance of a number of emerging economy manufacturers that offered turbines for 
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considerably lower prices than the more established industry players (Musgrove, 2010). 

In particular, Chinese and Indian companies such as Goldwind (China), Sinovel (China) 

and Suzlon have displayed highly impressive growth rates, both domestically and 

internationally, and have begun to challenge the more established players in the industry.  

 
Figure 1: A common wind turbine 
(Source: Alternate energy news, 2010) 

Genesis and Growth 

Early experiments with the use of wind energy to generate electricity began in the 

late eighteenth century in Europe and the US. During the two world wars, the restrictions 

on fossil fuel imports triggered wind turbine development, however, these developments 

were small scale and experimental. It was the oil crises of the 1970s and the subsequent 

rise in demand for renewable energy sources such as solar and wind energy that provided 

the necessary impetus for the establishment and growth of the modern wind turbine 

industry. This was further boosted by a favorable U.S. policy environment for wind 
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energy in the early 1980s. During this period, the industry experienced a number of 

product innovations primarily from two competing technological trajectories, one from 

northern California in the U.S., and another from Jutland in Denmark (Garud and Karnøe, 

2003; Musgrove, 2010; Nielsen, 2010). 

In California, the U.S. Department of Energy and NASA engaged a number of 

engineers in response to the oil crises to cooperate with companies in the aircraft industry 

to develop sophisticated, high-technology, large-scale and aerodynamically-optimized 

turbines based on aeronautical engineering principles. These turbines were particularly 

distinguished by their two-bladed rotor pitch regulation. In Denmark, however, different 

wind power enthusiasts such as farmers, carpenters, and engineers collaborated to 

develop robust, small-scale three-bladed turbines with reliability and ruggedness as the 

key concerns. While these turbines were initially small in size, a number of incremental 

innovations led to the wind turbines eventually being scaled up to meet broader 

commercial demands. During the California wind boom of the 1980s, the Danish low 

technology - high reliability wind turbine proved commercially superior to its American 

high technology - low reliability counterpart. As a result, the Danish turbine emerged in 

the late 1980s as the dominant industry standard with Danish firms and designs 

controlling the majority of the world market share (Garud and Karnøe, 2003).  

An Emerging Industry  

In this section, I explore the emerging nature of the global wind power industry. 

The industry has witnessed establishment of dominant design, steady output growth, 

shakeouts, changing policy regimes, and technological discontinuities – characteristic 

features of emerging industries (Awate et al., 2012). As noted in the theoretical context, 
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emerging industries experience uncertainty in terms of both technology and demand. The 

uncertainly may be reduced if the industry receives support from various actors such as 

public, major firms from established industries, and most importantly the government. 

The following sub-sections provide further details using data from primary and secondary 

sources to qualify this industry as an emerging industry useful for this study.  

     Governmental Support  

Wind industry’s market activity is greatly dependent on governmental support in 

the form of production tax credits that make wind power prices comparable to 

conventional power (Cardwell, 2013). The policies regarding tax credits are powerful 

enough to shake the industry’s investment patterns and eventually its innovation output. 

However, an adequate support from the government in the early years can have a 

profound impact on an emerging industry’s establishment and growth, as vividly seen 

from the example of Danish government’s involvement in wind industry.  

Denmark 

The growth of wind industry in Denmark was supported by Danish government’s 

policies ever since the early years of the industry. The government policies involved long 

term agreements with power companies, producers, and users. The government has 

provided investment subsidies to individuals and cooperatives investing in wind turbines 

since the late 1970s. Further, investments in the sector and the sale of surplus electricity 

were tax deductible, which popularized investment in wind power and increased public 

support (Buen, 2006). In the 1980s, the government negotiated a long term agreement 

with the power companies by which the companies agreed to guarantee grid connection 

for turbines operated by individuals and cooperatives, pay part of the grid connection 
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cost, and buy excess power from them at 85% of consumer price. The policies were 

adapted to suit the industry’s growth trajectory. While some policies such as investment 

subsidies were reduced and removed over time, other policies such as guaranteed grid 

connection and tax exemption were maintained or increased (Buen, 2006). Further, to 

promote wind research, the government invested in two large-scale R&D projects – the 

Nibe A and Nibe B – in the 1980s (Kristinsson and Rao, 2008). It also established the 

Risø test center for turbine testing and approval. The center played a critical role in 

emphasizing quality and robustness during the early years of design innovation. By 

clearly stating its long- term objectives for wind energy, the Danish government provided 

clear signals about the future of the industry in the country thereby boosting the entry, 

research, and investment (Buen, 2006). 

India 

The European players in the emerging wind industry began entering distant 

markets such as India in the late 1980s. In this period, the Indian government began a 

process of creating an open economy environment and implemented favorable policies to 

encourage entry by foreign firms in grid-quality wind energy generation. These included 

100% accelerated depreciation on the wind equipment, customs and excise duty relief, 

five-year tax holiday, and soft loans (Rajsekhar, Van Hulle, and Jansen, 1999). European 

manufacturers, such as Vestas and NEG entered India by setting up joint ventures with 

local firms. In the early 1990s, most of the growing Indian market, sustained by 

government policies, belonged to these relatively small European manufacturers 

(Chandrasekhar and Sridharan, 2009).  
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Technological Development 

The basic design of the Danish turbine has not seen any radical changes since the 

mid-1990s, although wind turbines today are both larger in size and typically use blades 

with full-span variable pitch that optimizes the output of the turbine by automatically 

adjusting the blades with the changing wind directions. The average blade span of the 

larger wind turbines has increased from about 30 meters in 1990 to 90 meters in 2008. 

New generator designs also allow the rotor to operate at varying speeds. Overall, the 

successive generations of turbines have been developed with a particular focus on 

increasing scale and reducing the overall cost of energy (Musgrove, 2010). Electricity 

and aerodynamics are the industry’s core technologies but then it also uses knowledge 

from a variety of other peripheral technologies such as automobile, construction, 

chemicals, information and communication technology, and so on. In addition, 

innovations in related industries such as energy storage systems have a large impact on 

industry’s growth (Gates, 2011). 

The competition in the U.S. established a dominant product design, triggered an 

industry shakeout, and also demonstrated the feasibility of utility scale electricity 

generation from wind technologies. As predicted by the industry lifecycle model, the 

extent of design innovations had begun to decline by the late 1980s, but bankruptcy, 

mergers and acquisitions continued, into the 1990s.  The leading manufacturers were 

growing quickly, but were still smaller private firms focused solely on wind technologies. 

They were Vestas, Bonus, NEG, and Micon from Denmark, and Enercon from Germany 

(Musgrove, 2010). As noted by a Danish industry expert: 

Although [the wind turbine manufacturers] had got a system that worked 
in terms of technology, there were still many problems. A major problem 
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was pushing the utility companies to accept this alternative energy. In 
Europe, we started to have a system of subsidizing this industry. That 
really took it to the next level. We started seeing a lot of restructuring in 
the industry in 1990s. The companies were becoming more and more 
professionalized. But there were still no big players in the industry. 

 
 In 1990s, the global wind industry witnessed several process innovations in the 

form of incremental advancements in the turbine capacity. As shown in figure 2, panel A, 

turbine manufacturers gradually increased the turbine capacity, measured in kilowatts 

(kW) and MW, to make the turbines more cost effective. As the turbines grew in 

capacity, the unit cost of electricity fell (Musgrove, 2010). The multi-megawatt turbines 

that started appearing in the early 2000s brought with them a major change in the 

industry - the offshore era.  
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Figure 2: Panel A – Development of wind power industry, Panel B – Development of Suzlon 
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Offshore wind generation was particularly attractive because wind speeds are 

stronger and steadier on the sea than on the land, which increases turbine “availability”, 

an industry term that roughly corresponds to capacity utilization. Higher availability leads 

to more electricity produced per installed MW, and therefore cheaper electricity 

generation. However, the installation of such large offshore turbines and their connection 

to the grid poses a major challenge. Moreover, the design and engineering involved in 

such large offshore turbines is far different from the mid-scale onshore turbines. As noted 

by a senior executive at REpower, one of the leading firms in the offshore wind turbines: 

Offshore installations are very complex due to the installation hassle. The 
salt water, air exposure, corrosion, seafloor foundation, and the access for 
maintenance make it very challenging. The forces are incredible! Moving 
from onshore to offshore is a big step for wind technology. 

 
An executive at General Electric (GE) noted: 

Comparing traditional land-based wind projects with off-shore projects is 
a little like comparing the aircraft and aerospace industries... Offshore 
projects take the engineering science of wind power to a new level of 
sophistication. The physics and logistics involved with foundations, 
towers, wave conditions, salt, power transfers, etc., are a great challenge 
offshore (Asmus, 2003: 54). 

 
 The diverse capabilities, risks and large capital investment required in offshore 

wind turbine projects required the participation of a whole new set of industry players.  

These included firms from various sectors such as oil and natural gas, electricity 

(Markard and Petersen, 2009), shipbuilding, and heavy engineering. A German wind 

industry expert noted: 

Offshore wind generation brought a new business opportunity to 
shipyards. Many shipyards in Germany and the U.K. entered this industry. 
Many of them could redeploy their assets and skilled workers to 
manufacture steel foundations for wind parks. Those specializing in yachts 
and frigates used their composite fiber material know-how to make rotor 
blades for turbines. In addition, many heavy engineering firms, for 
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example, those doing bridge construction also entered the industry. If you 
talk to those guys, they can quickly show you how the blueprint for a 
bridge can be changed to an offshore turbine foundation.  

 
As noted by the industry lifecycle theorists, emerging industries are highly 

turbulent environments and often experience changes that can completely alter the nature 

of competition. As shown in figure 2, panel A, the chain of onshore process innovations 

of the 1990s was broken by the advent of offshore era in early 2000s. It was a 

discontinuous change for the industry that resulted in increased entry and fiercer 

competition. A major shift came in the form of the IPR regime. More and more firms and 

independent inventors began patenting their technology. Even established wind turbine 

manufacturers that had relied on informal innovation systems, such as Vestas, began 

rethinking their R&D strategies in the offshore era (Pedersen and Larsen, 2009).  
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CHAPTER 4 

LOCATION-LEVEL ANALYSIS 

 

This chapter is based on my paper titled “How many versus how well? Geographic 

knowledge strategies in emerging industries”, co-authored with Ram Mudambi (Temple 

University).  

 

Abstract 

We study entry of locations in the innovation systems of emerging industries. We 

analyze simultaneously the three dimensions of innovation, namely technological, 

geographic, and people, to measure its breadth and depth along these dimensions. We 

then examine how innovation breadth and depth at a location affect the innovation 

performance of that location. We find negative curvilinear effects for both but breadth 

having a larger impact than depth. Since breadth has the potential to develop earlier than 

depth, we argue that late entering new locations can catch-up faster with leading 

incumbent locations in emerging industries. While these industries are long argued to 

exhibit strong clustering, our results call for a revision in this thinking. With growing 

trade in activities, we show that the geographic circumference of innovation is widening 

even in emerging industries. 
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Research Question 

 An important feature of today’s knowledge economy is the widening geographic 

scope of innovation due to increasing dispersal of technology and value creation. Indeed, 

MNEs are often seen expanding their R&D networks to tap into distant knowledge 

sources and benefit from the globalization of knowledge creation. Cluster studies too, that 

for a long time stressed the importance of co-location and agglomeration economies 

(Grabher and Powell, 2004), are re-evaluating the importance of local knowledge 

coordination and transfer (Malmberg and Power, 2005; Boschma and Frenken, 2011). It 

is found that co-location alone does not explain knowledge production (Maskell and 

Lorenzen, 2004; McCann and Mudambi, 2005) and tacit knowledge alone plays a 

relatively less important role in cluster competitiveness (Håkanson, 2005). In fact, global 

connections bring in latest knowledge that results in cluster growth (Lorenzen and 

Mudambi, 2013). The literature now highlights the importance of interplay between local 

and global coordination for producing knowledge and generating innovations (Amin and 

Cohendet, 2005; Lorenzen, 2005). 

 We evaluate geography of innovation in emerging industries in light of these 

developments. Given the increasing importance of global knowledge sources in 

knowledge production, we ask whether emerging industries are still clustered at a few 

locations (Audretsch and Feldman, 1996a, 1996b) or are experiencing a wider geographic 

circumference of innovation. We approach this problem by focusing on the new 

economic knowledge or innovations created at a location and how its breadth and depth 

affect innovation performance of that location, as explained in the next section. We then 
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present the results of our analysis and then proceed to relate the differential breadth-depth 

impact to entry by locations. 

Theory and Hypotheses 

Breadth and Depth of Innovation 

The process of generating innovations is often modeled using knowledge 

production function (Griliches, 1979; Jaffe, 1989; Audretsch and Feldman, 1996b). An 

important input to this function is the existing knowledge stock. The function also models 

external knowledge (from universities, other firms, etc.) as separate inputs. However, 

unless collaborative R&D is involved, the external knowledge enters the knowledge 

production function through the existing knowledge. For example, in the case of external 

knowledge obtained through spillovers, the existing knowledge serves as a basis for 

searching and integrating this new knowledge (Katila and Ahuja, 2002). The knowledge 

production function thus highlights the fact that new knowledge (in other words, 

innovations) builds on existing knowledge. Accordingly, we focus on the existing 

knowledge to understand the innovation process. 

 The existing knowledge embedded in an innovation can be viewed along breadth 

and depth. Breadth captures the number of distinct knowledge elements involved in 

creating the innovation. That is, it measures the technological scope of innovation (Bierly 

and Chakraborty, 1996; Katila and Ahuja, 2002; Lorenzen and Mudambi, 2013). 

Knowledge in more technologies helps in identifying related knowledge elements that 

may exist in other technological areas. Such exploration is known to generate path-

breaking recombinations (Schumpeter, 1934; Penrose, 1959; Nelson and Winter, 1982). 

Depth, on the other hand, captures how well a certain technology is known. Depth 
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develops as R&D activities continue in certain technologies. It often involves exploitative 

learning by repeating organizational routines (Levinthal and March, 1981). Over time, 

through learning-by-doing (Arrow, 1962), deep knowledge of individual technologies 

and their interconnections is developed. When viewed with respect to a firm, this deep 

technological acumen is known to form the firm’s core competencies making it a leader 

or specialist in those technological areas (Hamel and Prahald, 1994).   

Breadth and Depth at a Location 

 We argue that innovation activity observed at the level of locations 

essentially captures the aggregate innovation activity by firms situated there. This idea 

forms the basis of cluster literature that discusses the innovation performance of locations 

(Porter, 2000). The concepts of innovation breadth and depth can thus be applied to 

location-level. Locations that support a variety of industries and technologies exhibit high 

breadth of innovation. Firms located at such places may benefit from the technological 

breadth of the location helping them identify exploratory innovative recombinations 

across technologies. On the other hand, the locations that specialize in certain 

technologies exhibit high depth in those technologies. Firms at such locations may use 

depth to their advantage to identify the interconnections among the corresponding 

technologies and search for innovation opportunities within those technologies. Without 

deep understanding of these technologies, such recombinations within technologies may 

not be identifiable (Katila and Ahuja, 2002). 

Further, it is well established that a sole focus on either breadth or depth is 

detrimental to innovation performance (March, 1991). Too much depth in certain 

technologies may lock in the current technological trajectory (Bierly and Chakraborty, 
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1996). The core competencies may become core rigidities as excessive depth may reduce 

the ability to respond to technological changes (Leonard-Barton, 1995). Further, there is a 

limit to exploiting existing competencies (Mudambi and Swift, 2013). Similarly, an 

excessive breadth with comparatively less depth may pose the problem of integrating 

newly discovered knowledge elements with existing knowledge to generate innovative 

recombinations (Henderson and Clark, 1990; Henderson, 1994; Grant, 1996). Also, an 

excessive reliance on distant knowledge increases the uncertainty of innovative outcomes 

(Cyert and March, 1963; Katila and Ahuja, 2002). Thus, while breadth and depth 

positively affect a location’s innovation performance, an excessive amount of either of 

the two has a negative effect. We thus hypothesize the following: 

H1: A location’s breadth of innovation has a negative curvilinear effect on the 

innovation performance of that location. 

H2: A location’s depth of innovation has a negative curvilinear effect on the 

innovation performance of that location.  

Further, breadth and depth also have an important connection. Deep knowledge of 

existing technologies helps in searching for new technologies to build breadth (Cohen 

and Levinthal, 1990). Further, as noted above, new knowledge gathered through a broad 

knowledge base requires a deep understanding of existing knowledge for successful 

integration. When existing technologies are known very well, truly unique innovative 

recombinations can be created (Katila and Ahuja, 2002). The knowledge base of 

innovation leaders is certainly broad and deep (Awate et al., 2012). We thus hypothesize 

the interaction effect of breadth and depth. 
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H3: A location’s breadth and depth of innovation together have a positive effect 

on the innovation performance of that location. 

Related Variety 

As seen before, breadth requires the location to support several industries where 

as depth requires that the location supports specialist firms operating in certain industries. 

The trade-off between depth and breadth brings us to the well-known debate between 

MAR (Marshall-Arrow-Romer) externalities and Jacobian externalities. According to 

MAR model, knowledge is industry-specific (Marshall, 1890; Arrow, 1962; Romer, 

1986; van der Panne, 2004) and agglomeration economies arise between firms within the 

same industry. This calls for specialization of location or building depth in particular 

technologies. 

Jacob (1969), on the other hand, noted that knowledge that spills over across 

industries results in innovative recombinations. The industries are, of course, required to 

be related in some way. It is argued that knowledge spillovers are higher in regions 

supporting related industries since the technological distance between those industries is 

moderate (Boschma, 2005; Boschma and Frenken, 2011). The reason is that learning is 

minimal when the technological distance is too large for agents to see the technological 

interconnections or too small for them to learn anything new.  

Such related variety may be particularly impactful for emerging industry 

innovations (Boschma and Frenken, 2011). While process innovations involve 

refinements in the existing process, product innovations require technological 

recombinations. It is found that new product development benefits from locating in large, 

diverse cities that provide a diversified labor pool (Henderson, Kuncoro, Turner, 1995). 
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Further, knowledge-intensive firms are shown to derive less benefit from MAR 

externalities as they have more to lose from local spillovers (Alcacer, 2006; Alcacer and 

Chung, 2007; Boschma and Frenken, 2011). For such firms, cooperating across industries 

and collocating such related research is indeed more beneficial (Cantwell and Santangelo, 

2002). With regards to manufacturing industries, it is shown that Jacob externalities 

increase the value-added of manufacturing plants in the emerging phase while MAR 

externalities take over in the mature phase of an industry (Neffke et al., 2011).  

On a closer scrutiny, it can be seen that emerging industries have a limited 

knowledge domain of their own. These industries are created when knowledge from other 

industries is usefully recombined to generate revolutionary products or services 

(Kodama, 1992). Feldman and Lendel (2010) provide examples of such industry-creating 

knowledge recombinations, for example, biomedicine, nanotechnology, and new media. 

An important channel for knowledge to diffuse across industries and thus lead to 

recombinations is labor mobility. It is likely to be higher in related industries. Firms gain 

the most relevant knowledge from related-industry labor mobility (Boschma, Eriksson, 

and Lindgren, 2009). Further, the knowledge workers may share knowledge informally 

through their social network ties which are likely to be higher with knowledge workers in 

other related industries than unrelated industries. Indeed, decentralized social 

relationships are shown to result in catch-up across related industries and technologies 

(Lorenzen and Mudambi, 2013). These arguments imply that knowledge recombinations 

leading to innovative products are facilitated by across-industry knowledge flows 

occurring between related industries. Emerging industries that chiefly witness product 
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innovations will thus benefit from Jacobian externalities from related industries more 

than MAR externalities. We thus hypothesize the following: 

H4: A location’s breadth of innovation has a larger impact than depth on the 

innovation performance of that location in an emerging industry. 

 Methodology 

In this paper, we build on the idea that new knowledge or innovations build on 

existing knowledge. We thus measure the breadth and depth of innovations previously 

generated from a location to study the innovation performance of that location. As noted 

in the theory section, a location’s knowledge represents an aggregation of the knowledge 

of firms situated there. While firm knowledge exists in many forms, the most common 

form studied by the technology and innovation management literature consists of patents 

(Narin, Noma and Perry, 1987; Griliches, 1990; Jaffe et al., 1993; Nerkar and Paruchuri, 

2005). Indeed, patents are considered as a proxy of firm’ innovation capabilities 

(Griliches, 1990; Jaffe et al., 1993). 

As seen in the industry context, the global wind power industry is a knowledge-

intensive emerging industry. Further, with offshore discontinuity, industry players 

formalized their IPR to compete with the large diversifying entrants. Thus, both small 

and large firms in this industry significantly rely on patenting as an innovation 

appropriation mechanism. Our qualitative evidence supported this finding as well. We 

thus use patents to study firms’ innovation capabilities and innovation performance in 

this industry.  

 Taking a closer look at innovations, it is seen that there are three dimensions 

spanned by any innovation. The first dimension is of course the set of technologies that 
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the innovation is based on. Next, the innovation originates from a location where the 

inventors are situated which contributes geography as the second dimension of 

innovation. And finally, inventors themselves form the third dimension of innovation. We 

unpack innovation along these dimensions to closely study how the geographic 

dimension interacts with the other two dimensions and measure the breadth and depth of 

innovations as follows. 

 Obtaining Data 

We use patents filed with the USPTO to obtain information on the three 

innovation dimensions. Accordingly, we gathered all the patents that claimed wind 

turbine innovations which were filed and granted before March 2012. The dataset 

included 1895 patents filed between 1961 until 2011. We performed a manual check on 

the title and abstract of these patents to identify process or method patents to identify 

process patents from product patents. We found that only 13% of the patents mentioned a 

method or process in the title or abstract indicating that the majority of patents may be 

product patents. This result further supports our claim that wind power industry is an 

emerging industry dominated by product patents. 

As we rely on the USPTO data, it may raise concerns that it captures patenting 

activity mostly by the US-based assignees and not by foreign MNEs thus biasing our 

results in favor of the US. To alleviate these concerns, we used the worldwide patent 

database provided by the European patent office through Espacenet service to measure 

the frequency of simultaneous filing with the USPTO. We examined the latest 100 

patents filed by each of the top five foreign manufacturers of wind turbines, namely 

Vestas, Siemens, Gamesa, Enercon, and Mitsubishi. We found that on average 76% 
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patents were simultaneously filed with the USPTO. Vestas alone filed 80% of its patents 

simultaneously with the USPTO. Further, we verified this result in our interviews with 

R&D managers. The managers noted that the US is a major wind market. As a result, 

patenting in the US is considered very important and thus patenting an innovation 

simultaneously with the USPTO is common. These evidences show that our USPTO 

patent sample is a good representation of the global patenting activity, and at the worst, 

minimally biases our results. 

From the patents, we extracted inventors, their locations, and the technological 

classifications (or technology classes) assigned to them. We then performed manual 

checks to identify unique locations and inventors. In some patents, the location entries 

were misspelled or contained diacritic symbols that were incorrectly formatted in the 

patent text. Manual checks ensured that the locations were correctly identified. We then 

applied a 30-mile radius threshold to classify the locations as part of one cluster. For 

some international locations, there was only one city that was innovation-active, almost 

like an island in the innovation geography of that country. Thus, such clusters consisted 

of only one city. We then assigned unique IDs to the location clusters (henceforth 

referred simply as locations) resulting in 566 locations. 

Identifying unique inventors posed two problems (Trajtenberg, Shiff, and 

Melamed, 2009) – the “who’s who” problem in which the same name may be spelled 

differently across inventor’s patents and the “John Smith” problem in which the exact 

same name may correspond to two different inventors. We thus opted for a manual 

procedure to correctly identify the unique inventors. Several rounds of manual checks 

were performed. In the first round, an inventor was assigned a unique ID if his/her (i) 
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name, (ii) assignee, (iii) location, and (iv) the portfolio of technology classes matched 

among all the patent entries. In the next rounds, softer decisions were made if the name 

was misspelled on some patents or was different because full name was not given on 

some patents. Such inventors were clubbed as one inventor if their location and 

technology class portfolio matched. This ensured that inventors in a related-industry 

cluster may move from one company to another but are likely to be in the same 

geographic region and invent in a similar portfolio of technology classes. Further, we also 

looked at an inventor’s co-inventors. The idea was that unless the inventor moved to a 

different company, the inventor teams might not undergo drastic changes. This procedure 

resulted in 2204 unique inventors.  

As each technology classification is unique, identifying unique technology classes 

did not pose any problems. We focused only on the technology classes, and not sub-

classifications, to identify the major technological domains that the patent consisted. This 

resulted in 177 technology classes.  

Utilizing Data 

Next, we used the data on inventors, locations, and technology classes to create 3-

mode networks consisting of nodes representing the three types of data. The nodes thus 

spanned the three dimensions of innovation. A location node was connected to a 

technology class node through an inventor node, as shown in the left-hand network in 

figure 3. For example, location L1 was connected to technology class C1 through 

inventor I1, and also through I2. Thus the inventor nodes fall in between technology and 

location nodes. This setup is logical since the technological knowledge resides with the 
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inventor who is located at a place. In other words, inventor dimension truly connects the 

technological dimension with the geographic dimension.  

 

Figure 3: Network data 

The 3-mode networks were created per year. However, the procedures and 

algorithms involving a direct analysis of 3-mode network data are found to be 

developmental at best. On the other hand, the algorithms and tools for analyzing 2-mode 

network data are well established (Borgatti and Everett, 1997; Faust, 1997; Opsahl, 

Agneessens, Skvoretz, 2011). We thus projected the three mode networks of inventor, 

technology, and geography onto the sub-space defined by technology and geography to 

generate 2-mode networks. Network projection is a common method in network analysis 

to reduce the dimensionality of data. It has been widely used to convert 2-mode networks 

into 1-mode networks in which the information of the 2nd mode is represented as the 

“strength” of ties between the nodes of the 1st mode that appear in the network (Borgatti 

and Everett, 1997; Nerkar and Paruchuri, 2005). Following this logic, our 2-mode 
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networks contain nodes belonging to technological and geographic dimensions. The 

information of inventor dimension is represented as the tie weight between the two nodes. 

Thus, a tie exists between the two nodes of technology and geography if there is an 

inventor working in that particular technology class and situated at that particular 

location. For example, as shown in the right-hand network in figure 3, L1 and C1 were 

joined with a tie due to inventors I1 and I2. The number of such inventors appears as the 

weight for that tie. Further, if the same location-inventor-technology pattern repeats on 

multiple patents within the same year, the number of such patents too is accounted in the 

tie weight. Such 2-mode networks of technology classes and locations were created for 

each year of cumulative patent records. Considering any location node, it can be seen that 

its ties to technology nodes represent how many technologies are known at a location as 

well as how well they are known. Thus, the 2-mode networks represent the overall 

technological knowledge at the locations.  

Figure 4 shows the 2-mode network in 2011. The figure is drawn with spring 

embedding layout using UCINET’s NetDraw software (Borgatti, Everett, and Freeman, 

2002; Borgatti, 2002). For clarity, tie weights are not shown. Nodes with larger values of 

degree centralities appear more central. It can be seen that the two emerging market 

locations, namely Shanghai, China and Bangalore, India are quite central indicating high 

innovation activity at these locations. These locations filed their first wind turbine patent 

in 2004 and 2006 respectively. With respect to our sampling time frame that begins in 

1961, these two locations are indeed late entrants.  
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Figure 4: Technology-geography network in 2011 

Variables 

Our unit of analysis is location-year. With this unit, variables are measured as 

follows. 

Dependent Variable  

We measured the dependent variable representing a location’s innovation 

performance by focusing on the location nodes in the 2-mode networks. A location 

node’s valued degree centrality (vdeg) was used to measure the innovation performance 

of that location. This centrality is calculated as the sum of tie weights of all ties 

originating from a location. For a location node i connected to n technology nodes in year 

t, we have: 
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Thus, the centrality score increases if the individual tie weights increase or the 

number of ties increases. In other words, it increases in value if the inventors at a location 

invent in the same technology class (increase in tie weight) as well as different 

technology classes (increase in the number of ties), capturing the location’s total 

innovation activity occurring along the technological dimension. Further, if the location 

adds new inventors, the increase is also captured in the centrality score through increase 

in tie weight. The dependent variable thus also captures the innovation activity along 

inventor dimension. This shows that our dependent variable of valued degree centrality of 

a location essentially measures how the geographic dimension is related to the 

technological and inventor dimensions. It thus measures the total innovation activity at a 

location or its innovation performance. 

We plotted valued degree centrality of all the locations in figure 5. In the figure, 

each line corresponds to one location. As the valued degree centrality is cumulative, the 

lines belonging to innovative-active locations rise in slopes where as inactive locations 

display horizontal lines. The figure thus shows entry patterns and innovation activity of 

locations over the years. As noted before and also seen from the figure, the innovation 

activity increased considerably after the offshore discontinuity of 2000. 
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Figure 5: Entry and innovation performance of locations
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Explanatory Variables 

�����,���: Depth develops when the location invents in a certain set of 

technologies over and over again. We thus measured the depth of innovation at a location 

by finding the number of ties the location adds in the same technology class every year. 

As the 2-mode networks contain cumulative data, we found the number of ties added to 

the existing technology classes from previous year. The variable was lagged by a year to 

denote the depth of innovation as of previous year. This was required since we study how 

the existing knowledge of a location impacts its innovation performance, as noted in the 

theory section. The variable and its squared transformation were used in the regressions 

to test H2. 

�������,���: Breadth develops when the location invents in a variety of related 

technology classes. We gathered only the patents that claimed wind turbine innovations. 

Since patent is an outcome of the innovation process, our patent sample thus shows the 

relatedness of involved technology classes ex-post.  

We measured breadth in these related technologies by using closeness centrality 

measure. This centrality denotes the reach of a node within the network (Faust, 1997; 

Borgatti, 2005; Opsahl et al., 2010). We used this measure since the broader the 

technological knowledge of a location, the higher the reach of that location node to the 

technology classes. The following procedure was used to calculate closeness centrality: 

we dichotomized the 2-mode network in the previous year, as the breadth variable 

requires only the number of distinct technology class connections (how many) and not 

how much innovation occurred in each class. Further, our 2-mode networks often 

contained disconnected components. Closeness centrality measure in such cases is often 
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calculated only for the largest component. To avoid this limitation and utilize all the 

available information in the network, we followed the method suggested by Opsahl et al. 

(2010). Closeness centrality and thus breadth of a location node i connected to n 

technology nodes in year (t-1) was calculated as: 

��������� ������� �,��� � 	 1
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This breadth variable and its squared transformation were used in the regressions 

to test H1. Further, the product �������,���$�����,��� was used to test H3. 

Controls 

Market activity: Demand is often shown to drive innovative clusters (Bresnahan, 

Gambardella, and Saxenian, 2001). We used the installed wind power capacity to 

measure the market activity and thus demand. This is a time invariant variable. The data 

was however available at country-level (GWEC, 2012). Thus, it is likely that countries 

with higher amount of installed capacity may consider wind power as an important 

source of electricity and may encourage innovation activity in this industry.  

Pre-existing knowledge stock: Since we study the innovation performance of 

entering locations, we need to control for their pre-existing knowledge stock since those 

locations with higher knowledge stock may be more successful than those with lower 

stock. We measured the pre-existing knowledge stock at a location as the number of 

patents filed from that location until a year before their year of entry in our sample, i.e. a 

year before the location filed its first wind turbine patent. This is a time invariant 

variable. For location i that entered in year t1, it is denoted as: 

%�� & �' (��)������ � �*#+�� �� ����� ����� *��� � & 1 
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Global connectivity: Given the important role played by global knowledge 

sources, a location’s global connectivity may positively impact its innovation 

performance. We measure global connectivity as physical connectivity and virtual 

connectivity. Physical connectivity is measured as the distance to the nearest international 

airport. Availability of air services is indeed shown to promote information exchange 

between cities (Bel and Fageda, 2008). Thus, a highly innovative location may derive 

benefit from its proximity to an international airport as it may facilitate global exchange 

of ideas. Google maps were used to find the shorted distance in miles to the nearest 

international airport from each of the location clusters, and is a time invariant variable. 

Similarly, virtual connectivity to the world may also be necessary to access documented 

knowledge through the World Wide Web. We measure virtual connectivity as the 

international Internet bandwidth which is the capacity measured as bits per person. The 

variable is time variant as it is based on the longitudinal data obtained from International 

Telecommunications Union and World Bank estimates provided by EconStats database 

(ITU, 2005; EconStats, 2012).  

Patent impact: A location that produces more impactful innovations may be more 

likely to attract entry by other firms. As more firms enter, the number of inventors at a 

location may increase. This may increase the location’s innovation performance. The 

impact of a patent is often measured using the number of citations the patent receives. 

Accordingly, we found the total number of citations received by a location’s patents for 

each year.  

This variable captures for each year the cumulative number of citations received 

thus far. We then lagged this variable by 1 year. It thus captured the impact of a 
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location’s patents as of previous year. Of course, patents granted in earlier years may 

receive more citations than newer patents. This bias is often controlled by including year 

dummies (Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001). 

Innovativeness of technologies: A location’s innovation performance may be 

influenced by its technological connections. That is, a location that operates in the most 

innovative technology classes may likely be more innovative than other locations. We 

therefore calculated Eigenvector centralities of locations which measure how central (and 

thus innovative) the locations’ connections are and the strengths of locations’ ties to those 

connections (Faust, 1997). However, this centrality measure was found to be highly 

correlated with the explanatory variables. The variable was thus dropped. As an 

alternative approach, we measured the valued degree centralities of technology classes to 

identify the most innovative classes. We found that the top 4 innovative classes (classes 

290, 322, 415, and 416) were far more innovative than the other technology classes. 

These classes belonged to the core technologies of the wind power industry, namely 

electricity and aerodynamics respectively. We thus used dummy variables to indicate 

locations’ connections to these classes.  

Country dummies: As the innovativeness considerably varies across countries, we 

controlled for this heterogeneity using dummy variables belonging to the top 5 countries 

in terms of innovation output. The innovation output was measured as the number of 

knowledge flows generated from a country, detailed in chapter 7. The top 5 innovative 

countries as of 2011 were the US, Denmark, Germany, Canada, and UK respectively. 

Finally, we also controlled for country population. The data was obtained from the World 

Bank.  
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Results 

Table 1 shows univariate statistics and the correlations among variables. As seen, 

the dependent variable is an over dispersed count variable. We thus opt for negative 

binomial regressions. Several of our variables were time invariant. Further, although 

explanatory variables were time-variant, this variation was minimal for several locations. 

We thus opted for random-effects model, as many data points would be omitted under a 

fixed-effects model. Although patent data covered the years 1961-2011, missing data for 

other non-patent variables reduced the time frame. Also, patenting activity significantly 

increased after the offshore discontinuity of 2000, as shown in figure 3. Our regression 

analyses are thus performed on the data from 2000 until 2011, although the time 

cumulativeness of several of the variables retains the effects of entry in earlier years. 

Dummy variables were included for years 2001-2011. 

Breadth and Depth 

The results of the panel negative binomial regressions are shown in table 2. The 

first model contains only the control variables. The Chi-squared test statistic indicates 

that the model as a whole is significant than a null model. Model 2 adds the explanatory 

variables without their squared terms. Both the variables have a positive significant effect 

on the dependent variable. Model 3 adds the squared terms of breadth and depth. Both 

breadth and depth variables retain their positive significant coefficients. Moreover, their 

squared terms are negative and significant, supporting H1 and H2. Thus, both breadth and 

depth have negative curvilinear effects on a location’s innovation performance. Next, 

model 4 adds the interaction effect of breadth and depth which has a positive and 

significant effect on the dependent variable thereby supporting H3.  
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Table 1: Univariate statistics and variable correlations 

 Mean Min Max 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. Vdeg 2.6316 

(9.1680) 

0 414         

2. Breadth 0.7814 

(1.0905) 
0 4.5574 0.4303        

3. Depth 1.2473 

(6.7858) 

0 376 0.9674 0.3129       

4. ln(Installed 

wind) 

7.3392 

(2.0305) 

-0.1054 11.0407 0.1979 0.5141 0.1475      

5. Pre-ex 

knowledge 

1089.35 

(2814) 

0 32524 0.1462 0.0315 0.1425 0.0301     

6. ln(Airport 

distance) 

4.2037 

(0.7659) 

3.4012 6.9684 -0.1030 -0.1086 -0. 0854 -0.0217 -0.2157    

7. ln(Band 

width) 

6.6654 

(3.3193) 

-9.8321 11.2665 0.1769 0.4367 0.1150 0.3080 -0.0843 0.0403   

8. Patent 

impact 

19.0190 

(54.3449) 

0 689 0.6355 0.4308 0.5866 0.1771 0.1420 -0.1606 0.1353  

9. ln( 

Population) 

18.4362 

(1.4693) 

10.7255 21.0147 0.0611 0.0488 0.0522 0.2597 0.1127 -0.0368 -0.3102 0.1042 

Standard deviations in parentheses
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Table 2: Random effects negative binomial regression results 

Dependent Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Vdeg       

       

Breadth  0.5409*** 1.1463*** 1.2181*** 0.7551*** 2.1278*** 

  (0.034) (0.062) (0.069) (0.042) (0.089) 

Breadth
2 

  -0.3063*** -0.3397*** -0.4040*** 0.6676*** 

   (0.024) (0.028) (0.033) (0.022) 

Depth  0.0090*** 0.0273*** 0.0186*** 0.1465*** 1.1578*** 

  (0.001) (0.002) (0.004) (0.022) (0.026) 

Depth
2 

  -0.0001*** -0.0001*** -0.0060*** 0.9940*** 

   (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) (0.001) 

BreadthXDepth    0.0042** 0.0314** 1.0319** 

    (0.002) (0.013) (0.013) 

ln(Installed wind) -0.0751** -0.0613** -0.0493* -0.0513* -0.1041* 0.9011* 

 (0.031) (0.029) (0.028) (0.028) (0.056) (0.050) 

Pre-ex knowledge 0.00002* 0.00004*** 0.00004*** 0.00004*** 0.1031*** 1.1086*** 

 (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.00001) (0.034) (0.038) 

ln(Airport distance) -0.0936 -0.1116** -0.1333*** -0.1348*** -0.1032*** 0.9019*** 

 (0.059) (0.050) (0.047) (0.046) (0.036) (0.032) 

ln(Bandwidth) 0.1111*** 0.0786** 0.0502 0.0468 0.1555 1.1682 

 (0.036) (0.034) (0.033) (0.033) (0.109) (0.128) 

Patent impact 0.0029*** 0.0003 0.0009** 0.0009** 0.0476** 1.0488** 

 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.019) (0.020) 

ln( Population) -0.1334** -0.0299 -0.0623 -0.0656 -0.0964 0.9081 

 (0.066) (0.058) (0.055) (0.055) (0.081) (0.074) 

Class 240 0.8617*** 0.6953*** 0.7087*** 0.7165*** 0.7165*** 2.0473*** 

 (0.045) (0.046) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044) (0.090) 

Class 320 0.5223*** 0.4921*** 0.4404*** 0.4413*** 0.4413*** 1.5547*** 

 (0.051) (0.051) (0.051) (0.051) (0.051) (0.079) 

Class 415 0.5083*** 0.4017*** 0.4144*** 0.4222*** 0.4222*** 1.5254*** 

 (0.045) (0.045) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044) (0.067) 

Class 416 0.9598*** 0.6306*** 0.6268*** 0.6301*** 0.6301*** 1.8778*** 

 (0.054) (0.054) (0.052) (0.052) (0.052) (0.099) 

US 0.5478*** 0.3156** 0.3753*** 0.3877*** 0.3877*** 1.4736*** 

 (0.167) (0.148) (0.140) (0.140) (0.140) (0.206) 

Denmark -0.2203 0.0987 0.2004 0.2050 0.2050 1.2276 

 (0.238) (0.201) (0.187) (0.186) (0.186) (0.229) 

Germany 0.2841 0.1952 0.2558* 0.2685* 0.2685* 1.3080* 

 (0.190) (0.165) (0.154) (0.154) (0.154) (0.201) 

UK -0.0541 -0.1021 0.0110 0.0225 0.0225 1.0228 

 (0.218) (0.187) (0.174) (0.174) (0.174) (0.178) 

Constant 4.6478*** 2.7911** 3.3782*** 3.4180*** 2.4054*** 11.0831*** 

 (1.281) (1.146) (1.100) (1.099) (0.303) (3.358) 

       

Observations 3,846 3,846 3,846 3,846 3,846 3,846 

No. of clusters 551 551 551 551 551 551 

Chi-squared 3738.1*** 4009.5*** 3994.5*** 3978.1*** 3978.1***  

Log-Likelihood -6392.6 -6202.6 -6097.4 -6094.4 -6094.4  

L-R test statistic  380*** 210.4*** 6**   

Wald:Breadth=Depth  241.05*** 322.73*** 287.21*** 145.93***  

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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The models are significant as a whole as compared to a null model, shown by the 

Chi-squared statistic. Further, the log-likelihood increases from model 1 through model 4. 

We conduct likelihood ratio (L-R) tests to check if the nested models are significantly 

different from one another (UCLA, 2013). As shown by the L-R test statistic, adding 

explanatory variables to the control model 1 significantly improves the model fit. Further, 

each model offers a better fit over its predecessor. We thus used model 4 to conduct 

further analyses.  

Breadth versus Depth 

To be able to test H4, we re-ran model 4 using standardized independent variables 

with zero mean and unit variance. The results are reported in model 5. As seen, the 

positive significant coefficient of breadth is larger than that of depth. A Wald test 

indicates that this breadth coefficient is significantly larger than the corresponding depth 

coefficient, reported in table 2. Further, the negative coefficient of the squared term of 

breadth is found to be significantly more negative than the corresponding coefficient of 

depth. While breadth has a larger positive effect than depth, its squared effect is more 

negative. This result, at the surface, indicates that the effect of breadth rises much faster 

but also falls much faster than depth. This shows that innovation performance of a 

location is more sensitive to breadth than depth. Thus, overall, breadth has a larger 

impact than depth, supporting H4.  

The result deserves closer attention. We now evaluate the regression equation by 

setting the control variables at their means (i.e. zero) and setting the dummy variables to 

zero. We thus get the following equation from model 5: 
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ln./���0 � 2.4054 6 0.7551 ������ & 0.404 ������8 6 0.1465 ���� &
0.006����8 6 0.0314������$����  
 

Taking a partial derivative with respect to breadth, we have: 

; ln./���0
;������ � 0.7551 & 0.808������ 6 0.0314���� 

 

A second derivative with respect to breadth gives: 

;8 ln./���0
;������8 � &0.808 = 0 

 
The negative value shows that the effect of breadth is concave and a maximum point can 

be obtained. We thus set the partial derivative to zero, and with depth at its zero mean, we 

obtain the maximizing value of breadth as 0.9345. At this value of breadth and with depth 

at its zero mean, the maximum value of the dependent variable is 2.7582 from the above 

regression equation. Similar calculations for depth yield maximizing depth value as 12.21 

and the maximum value of the dependent variable as 3.3. This result reiterates the 

sensitivity of innovation performance to breadth as the performance peaks at much 

smaller value of breadth as compared to depth.  

The effect of depth peaks much later but increases the performance to a higher 

level than the peak performance produced by breadth. However, our data shows that such 

high depth values that produce the peak effect are uncommon. In fact, over 97% of the 

standardized depth values in our dataset are less than 1.5, indicating that in our sample, 

depth is never large enough to outdo the effect of breadth. The argument is explained in 

figure 6. As seen in the figure, the effect of breadth increases much faster than depth for 

the common values of breadth and depth. In our dataset, over 87% of the standardized 

breadth values were less than 1.5. Thus, although, the effect of breadth also deteriorates 
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faster at larger values, those breadth values are not commonly encountered. We therefore 

conclude that, in general, breadth produces a larger impact than depth in this industry.  

 
Figure 6: Effect of breadth versus depth 
 
 Finally, model 6 reports the incident rate ratios (IRRs) for model 5. It represents 

the percentage change in the dependent variable produced by a unit change in the 

independent variable. It can be seen that one unit change in breadth produces 113% 

increase and its squared term produces 33% decrease in the innovation performance. 

Whereas a unit increase in depth produces 16% increase and its squared term produces 

about 1% decrease in the innovation performance. It also shows that although the 

interaction term is positive and significant, a unit change produces only about 3% 

increase in the innovation performance.  
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Controls 

Most of the control variables have the expected signs except installed wind power 

capacity that indicates market activity. This variable has a negative significant coefficient 

indicating that market activity does not facilitate innovation performance of a location. A 

closer look at the data shows that large markets for wind power such as China and India 

are starting to become innovation active. The US is an exception as it has large amounts 

of market activity as well as high innovation performance. But many other markets have 

medium market activity and a low innovation performance. Also, countries like Denmark 

are highly innovative but have a smaller market. These facts may be driving the negative 

sign of the market activity variable. IRRs in Model 6 showed that the percentage effect of 

a unit change in this variable is a 10% decrease in the innovation performance. Further, 

we found that other variables did not change significantly after dropping this variable 

from the analyses.  

From model 6, we get an idea of the comparative effects of all other control 

variables. For example, pre-existing knowledge had a larger effect (10% increase) than 

the patent impact variable (5% increase). This may be due to the emerging nature of this 

industry. Since the industry is young and the patenting activity is even younger, the 

existing patents may not have produced the desired impact yet. Further, physical 

connectivity to the world is found to be important in this industry as shown by the 

coefficient of the distance from the international airport. Thus, connectivity to global 

knowledge sources matters to the innovation performance in this industry. Finally, the 

core classes of electricity and aerodynamics are found to have a large effect indicating 

that the innovations in this industry may be primarily in these technological domains.  
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Robustness Tests 

 As noted in figure 3, Schenectady and Greenville stand out in terms of their 

innovation output measured by valued degree centrality. We therefore ran the regression 

by excluding these observations. The results are presented in table 3, model 1. While 

breadth, depth, and their squared terms retained significance, the interaction term of 

breadth and depth became insignificant indicating that these observations were 

contributing a large part of the interaction effect. The hypotheses H1, H2, and H4 

remained supported. On a closer scrutiny, we found that the innovation activity at these 

locations is driven by General Electric (GE). While our analysis studies the three 

innovation dimensions thereby abstracting the “firm” wrapper on these innovations, we 

added dummy variables for the top innovative firms to the regression as a robustness test. 

The top innovative firms were GE, Vestas, Siemens, United Technologies Corporation, 

Hitachi, and Mitsubishi. We found that of the 1895 patents, 567 patents did not report an 

assignee firm. Thus, those patents could not be used in this regression run. Our original 

regressions therefore are far more data inclusive than this test.  

Results are presented in table 3, model 2. As seen, the results are very close to 

model 5 results in table 2, supporting H1 through H4. All the firm dummies came 

insignificant except GE which had a negative coefficient. We found that GE’s innovative 

activities are far more geographically dispersed than any other firm, as shown by figure 7. 

We disintegrated GE dummy to capture GE’s presence at locations in the top innovative 

countries mentioned earlier and the rest of the world. The results are shown in table 3, 

models 3 and 4. Model 3 tested GE dummy in the top innovative countries but found an 

insignificant effect. Model 4 tested GE dummy in the rest of the world and found a 
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significantly negative effect which may be driving the negative sign of the overall GE 

dummy. The results show that GE is locating to places not yet known for wind 

innovations. Thus, while GE itself may be highly innovative, there are no other firms 

active in wind innovations at these locations yet. As a result, in the overall geography of 

wind innovations, these locations appear less innovative. 

Table 3: Robustness tests 
Dependent Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Vdeg No outliers With firms, full 

data 

With GE in top 4 

countries 

With GE in rest of 

the world 

     

Breadth 0.7210*** 0.7597*** 0.7603*** 0.7577*** 

 (0.043) (0.042) (0.042) (0.042) 

Breadth
2
 -0.3936*** -0.4051*** -0.4054*** -0.4033*** 

 (0.034) (0.033) (0.033) (0.033) 

Depth 0.3388*** 0.1468*** 0.1476*** 0.1485*** 

 (0.035) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) 

Depth
2
 -0.0157*** -0.0061*** -0.0060*** -0.0061*** 

 (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

BreadthXDepth -0.0107 0.0319** 0.0316** 0.0318** 

 (0.017) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) 

ln(Installed wind) -0.1131** -0.0961* -0.1022* -0.0939* 

 (0.054) (0.056) (0.056) (0.056) 

Pre-ex knowledge 0.0987*** 0.0991** 0.0992** 0.0920** 

 (0.034) (0.039) (0.039) (0.039) 

ln(Airport distance) -0.1084*** -0.1028*** -0.0995*** -0.1035*** 

 (0.034) (0.036) (0.036) (0.036) 

ln(Bandwidth) 0.1744 0.1415 0.1523 0.1363 

 (0.107) (0.110) (0.110) (0.110) 

Patent impact 0.0208 0.0469** 0.0455** 0.0419** 

 (0.019) (0.020) (0.020) (0.020) 

ln( Population) -0.0936 -0.0778 -0.1028 -0.0581 

 (0.079) (0.083) (0.082) (0.085) 

Class 240 0.7022*** 0.7223*** 0.7194*** 0.7154*** 

 (0.044) (0.045) (0.045) (0.044) 

Class 320 0.3538*** 0.4404*** 0.4402*** 0.4382*** 

 (0.051) (0.051) (0.051) (0.051) 

Class 415 0.3369*** 0.4291*** 0.4291*** 0.4281*** 

 (0.044) (0.045) (0.044) (0.044) 

Class 416 0.6238*** 0.6324*** 0.6287*** 0.6302*** 

 (0.052) (0.053) (0.053) (0.053) 

US 0.4150*** 0.3537** 0.4188*** 0.2765* 

 (0.137) (0.144) (0.143) (0.159) 

Denmark 0.2390 0.0831 0.0759 0.0990 

 (0.178) (0.243) (0.243) (0.244) 

Germany 0.3046** 0.3029* 0.3315** 0.1815 

 (0.148) (0.156) (0.163) (0.163) 
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Table 3: (continued)     

Dependent Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Vdeg No outliers With firms, full 

data 

With GE in top 4 

countries 

With GE in rest of 

the world 

     

UK 0.0279 0.0173 0.0455 -0.0421 

 (0.167) (0.176) (0.177) (0.181) 

GE  -0.1886**   

  (0.090)   

Vestas  0.1075 0.1058 0.0878 

  (0.180) (0.180) (0.181) 

Siemens  0.0974 0.1025 0.1183 

  (0.184) (0.184) (0.184) 

United  0.3362 0.3557 0.3921 

  (0.357) (0.357) (0.357) 

Hitachi  0.1946 0.2498 0.1868 

  (0.295) (0.293) (0.298) 

Mitsubishi  -0.3591 -0.3170 -0.3582 

  (0.431) (0.429) (0.432) 

GE in top 4 countries   -0.1446  

   (0.103)  

GE in rest of the world    -0.3075* 

    (0.176) 

     

Constant 2.6871*** 2.3186*** 2.2996*** 2.4202*** 

 (0.370) (0.277) (0.286) (0.292) 

     

Observations 3,832 3,846 3,846 3,846 

No. of locations 549 551 551 551 

Chi-squared 3493.8 3944.4 3949.97 3978.39 

Log-Likelihood -6002.2 -6090.54 -6091.8 -6091.2 

Wald test statistic  

Breadth=Depth 

 

40.45*** 

 

146.65*** 

 

146.05*** 

 

146.55*** 

Standard errors in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Figure 7: Innovation geography of General Electric’s wind innovations 
(Source: Google maps were used to plot our 2011 inventor data. The figure is a screen shot taken from the Google maps website.) 
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Discussion 

Breadth and Depth of a New Location 

 The results of our analyses show that breadth of innovation at a location has a 

larger impact on its innovation performance than depth. We now relate this result to entry 

by locations in this emerging industry. As noted in the theory section, the core 

competencies develop over time. When firms at a location continue their operations in 

certain technological areas, the locations begin to develop deeper knowledge in those 

areas. This indicates that depth builds over time. The time dimension involved in building 

depth cannot be short-circuited. We argue that a location newly entering an industry may 

be in a better position to increase the breadth earlier than depth. The answer lies in the 

process that forms an innovative cluster.  

Indeed, clusters begin through conventional old economy inputs (Bresnahan et al., 

2001) such as technological and market opportunity, entrepreneurship, and firm building. 

As the pioneering firms begin to establish themselves, several firms up and downstream 

in the value chain begin to appear around them (Moore and Davis, 2001; Lorenzen and 

Mudambi, 2013). The availability of workers skilled in the pioneering firms’ 

technologies as well as complementary technologies begins to rise. It creates a local 

ecosystem that further attracts competitive and complementary firms and those operating 

in closely-related industries. Klepper (2007) explained this process using the example of 

Olds Motor Works in Detroit, Michigan. Olds became the first successful car producer in 

Detroit area in the early 1900s. The company’s strategy included subcontracting several 

of the product parts to local firms. With increasing orders, the subcontractors gained 

experience and became established in component technologies. For example, the two 
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machine shops, Leland and Faulconer and the Dodge Brothers, gained expertise in engine 

and transmission. These suppliers became well established and even supported the two 

successful Detroit startups Cadillac and Ford. Also, Olds’ sheet metal supplier financed 

another successful Detroit-based startup Buick. Olds Motor Work’s success indeed 

created an ecosystem of automobile and related industries in and around Detroit.  

Successful pioneering firms are instrumental in more than one way to increase the 

breadth of innovation of a location. As shown by the development of Silicon Valley 

cluster, spin-offs from large companies are common in knowledge-intensive industries 

and particularly in emerging industries (Garvin, 1983; Moore and Davis, 2001; Klepper 

and Sleeper, 2005). In fact, spin-offs are considered an important vehicle for cluster 

emergence (Klepper, 2007). As large firms experience diseconomies of scope with 

regards to technological sub-domains, spin-offs emerge to exploit the related 

technological opportunities (Christenson, 1993). These new firms focus on ideas that are 

not directly aligned with their parents’ product strategy (Cassiman and Ueda, 2006). 

Some of the popular spin-off examples in related technologies include Intel spawning 

from Fairchild, Apple spawning from HP, and Lotus from DEC. Further, the spin-offs 

often locate in the same region near the parent. Moreover, it is found that better-

performing parents spawn better-performing spin-offs which in turn spawn new 

successful spin-offs (Klepper, 2007). Thus, the process that started with successful 

pioneering firms results in a cluster of related industries.  

All these processes – establishment of pioneers, creation of local ecosystem, and 

spawning of spin-offs – occur in the early years of the firms and the industry (Klepper, 

2007) and increase the breadth of innovation at a location. Depth however builds over 
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time. Thus, we argue that, for a new location, breadth has the potential to develop earlier 

than depth. Since breadth of innovation has a larger impact on the innovation 

performance of a location in an emerging industry, we argue that newly entering 

locations too can be successful innovators in this industry. In spite of late entry, these 

locations may exhibit fast innovation catch-up on account of higher innovation breadth.  

Limits to Breadth 

 Of course, there are limits to increasing breadth. As noted in the theory section, 

excessive amounts of breadth and depth, by their very nature, have a negative effect on 

the innovation performance of a location. Further, we argue that breadth increased 

through related variety, and not unrelated variety, facilitates, at optimum level, the 

innovation performance of a location. It is the related variety and not unrelated variety 

that is found to promote regional development (Frenken, van Oort, and Verburg, 2007; 

Boschma and Frenken, 2011). We argue that, in the short run, there is a natural upper 

limit to the related variety that supports an emerging industry, since the number of related 

industries at any one point cannot be very large. Further, the firms are likely to devise 

their long-term location strategies based on profit considerations. If staying at a place is 

unprofitable, they would likely exit and relocate elsewhere. Thus, the upper limit to a 

location’s breadth will be reached due to industry-level (upper limit to related variety) 

and firm-level (profit considerations) forces.  
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CHAPTER 5 

FIRM-LEVEL ANALYSIS 

Methodology Overview 

The analyses so far were conducted at the level of innovation-active locations. 

The locations represent in aggregate the innovation activity undertaken by the firms 

situated at those locations. I now disaggregate the location level and focus on studying 

entry and innovations at the firm level. As mentioned in the Introduction, a considerable 

attention is given to EMNEs.  

Specifically, I describe and analyze the knowledge strategies of Suzlon, an EMNE 

from India, and compare this to Vestas, an incumbent AMNE from Denmark, which is 

one of the industry leaders in terms of innovations and global market share. Ever since 

Suzlon entered the wind turbine industry in 1995 as an industry outsider, it has rapidly 

caught up with the industry’s technological frontier. It became the third largest player in 

terms of global market share in 2009 (MAKE Consulting, 2010). Vestas – a powerful 

insider – is an incumbent industry pioneer that has been at the innovation forefront of the 

industry since the 1980s. The study period spans from 1970s until 2011, thereby tracking 

the two companies from their inception until recent times.  

The dissertation thus uses comparative case analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 

2003; Siggelkow, 2007). The analysis allows us to study the catch-up performance of an 

EMNE entrant relative to an incumbent AMNE with a rich innovation history. The two 

cases for the comparative study are theoretically sampled (Pettigrew, 1990) as they 

represent two extreme cases of knowledge strategies (Yin, 1994; Eisenhardt and 
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Graebner, 2007). At one extreme is Vestas, which has a strong focus on R&D and has 

introduced several innovations over the years. We use Vestas as a proxy for the 

industry’s innovation frontier. Moreover, it originated in an advanced economy that 

pioneered and actively supported the emerging wind turbine industry. At the other 

extreme is the fast-follower Suzlon that focused on accessing knowledge through 

acquisitions. It entered with relatively little knowledge of the industry and the 

technology. Further, it was based in an emerging economy that had just begun to support 

this emerging industry. The cases thus represent maximum variation at both the country 

level and the firm level, and can be viewed as two polar types. The comparative analysis 

of these cases helps to illustrate clearly how Suzlon’s strategy differed from the industry 

leader and how it affected its catch-up. 

Data 

The firm-level analyses draw on both qualitative and patent data. For qualitative 

data, I use both archival and interview data to gather longitudinal information, generate 

inferences, and for triangulation (Silverman, 2006). The archival data consist of 

published academic cases, academic papers, company reports, industry reports and news 

articles related to the two companies and the wind turbine industry. Company and 

industry data were gathered using company dossier and news articles databases provided 

by LexisNexis Academic, the official websites of the two companies and the Indian, 

American, European, and global wind energy associations. Further, we interviewed the 

current and former executives at Suzlon, Vestas, and REpower (a German subsidiary of 

Suzlon). We also interviewed wind industry experts in Denmark and Germany, the two 
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leading markets for the industry. The interviews were semi-structured and conducted in-

person and over the phone in 2010 and 2011. 

Patent data is obtained from the USPTO. The firm-level analyses mostly use focal 

patents of Vestas, Suzlon, their subsidiaries, the backward citations made by the focal 

patents, and the forward citations received by the focal patents.  

This is just an overview of the data. The various analyses using these data 

sources, the research goals, and methods are explained in greater details in the subsequent 

chapters. I now proceed to presenting the cases of Vestas and Suzlon. 

The AMNE: Vestas 

The Danish company Vestas Wind Systems A/S (Vestas) is an early entrant in the 

wind turbine industry offering a broad range of turbines with capacities from 850 

kilowatt (kW) to 7 megawatt (MW). The company was founded in 1945 as a 

manufacturer of a broad line of household appliances and agricultural products. In 1979, 

in response to the growing demand for sustainable energy sources, the company began to 

manufacture wind turbines. By the end of 2009, Vestas was the largest company in the 

industry with a 12.5% global market share (MAKE Consulting, 2010). In 2010, the 

company had 23,000 employees and delivered 44,114 MW through 43,433 wind turbines 

installed in 66 countries.  

Vestas has in many respects pioneered the industry with a number of path-

breaking innovations. Since its establishment, Vestas has retained a strong focus on 

innovation and R&D. Vestas was among the first companies to license the rights to the 

early three-bladed Danish wind turbine design that later emerged as the dominant 

industry design (Garud and Karnøe, 2003). Moreover, the company has introduced a 
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number of industry defining innovations. For example, in 1985 Vestas introduced the 

industry’s first pitch-regulated wind turbine. Five years later, in 1990, Vestas introduced 

a series of turbines with blades 70% lighter than its previous models. In 1994, the 

company introduced a turbine that supplied an even electrical output to the power grid, 

and in 1999 it introduced a turbine that maintained efficiency in low wind areas. In 2001, 

Vestas won a contract to manufacture and supply offshore wind turbines to the world’s 

first major offshore wind plant, Horns Rev in the North Sea. Vestas’ product portfolio has 

gradually increased over time in terms of the turbine capacity, one of the several 

measures to define the industry’s state-of-the-art technology.  

To keep up with the changing competitive landscape of the industry that followed 

the offshore discontinuity, Vestas increased its focus on innovation and technological 

development. In 2004, it hired a new CEO and formulated a new corporate strategy to 

professionalize and unify its innovation activities (Pedersen and Larsen, 2009). Prior to 

this milestone, Vestas’ R&D and innovation activities had largely been based on tacit 

knowledge, developed mainly in Denmark, as an integral part of the production. 

Moreover, its technology development was highly silo-ed that limited cooperation and 

cross-fertilization of different resources and competencies within the firm.  

With the new strategy, Vestas established a dedicated R&D business unit. Its 

specific strategy was to focus its R&D activities to reduce the cost of energy by matching 

technological possibilities with consumer expectations. Vestas has followed a diligent 

input-oriented strategy by accessing strategic knowledge assets as engineers, industry 

know-how and capabilities from different locations to create and develop the necessary 

knowledge to push the industry technology frontier. This has particularly been manifested 
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in the intensive internationalization process of its R&D activities that has emerged into an 

extensive network of R&D centers around the world (Andersson and Pedersen, 2010). 

Besides the R&D headquarters located in Århus, Denmark, which houses the industry’s 

largest and most modern facilities, Vestas has incrementally created a global R&D 

network consisting of in-house units in Isle of Wight (the UK), Singapore, Chennai 

(India), Houston (Texas, U.S.A.), Beijing (China), Boston (Massachusetts, U.S.A.) and 

Boulder (Colorado, U.S.A.) (Pedersen and Larsen, 2009). 

The EMNE: Suzlon 

After entering the wind turbine industry in 1995, Suzlon Energy Inc. (Suzlon) has 

rapidly grown into a multinational success story with 16,000 employees in 25 countries. 

It offers a diverse portfolio of wind turbines with capacities from 600 kW up to 6 MW. It 

is the undisputed market leader in India and the third largest manufacturer in the world 

after Vestas and General Electric (MAKE Consulting, 2010). The company was 

established in 1995 by the Indian entrepreneur Tulsi Tanti who in 1994 invested in two 

turbines from the German firm Südwind to ensure a consistent power supply for his 

textile factory.  

At the time Suzlon entered the industry, the Indian market for wind energy was 

only beginning to develop. The Indian government had implemented favorable policies to 

encourage entry in grid-quality wind energy generation. The Indian wind turbine market 

was mostly dominated by Vestas, Enercon and NEPC (an Indian company that had a 

technical collaboration with a Danish company called Micon). Thus, Suzlon entered the 

industry at a period when most firms in the Indian market were selling European-made 

wind turbines that were relatively small by world standards. Accordingly, Suzlon’s initial 
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strategy was to sell locally manufactured turbines of comparable technological 

sophistication at considerably lower prices compared to its competitors (Chandrasekhar 

and Sridharan, 2009; Lewis, 2007). This strategy of using its knowledge of the local 

context to create competitive advantage paid off rapidly as Suzlon became the absolute 

leader in the Indian wind energy market in just four years (Kumar et al., 2009; Meyer, 

Mudambi and Narula, 2011). 

Suzlon entered the industry with little technological knowledge on wind turbines. 

In order to enter the industry, it partnered with Südwind, an AMNE incumbent with 

considerable knowledge on the technology of the wind turbines. With this initial 

partnership, Suzlon started to sell turbines in India. To gain engineering knowledge, 

Suzlon established a technical collaboration agreement with Südwind (Red Herring 

Prospectus, 2005). After Südwind went bankrupt in 1997, Suzlon hired its engineers and 

began manufacturing the turbines. Suzlon imported and then adapted foreign 

technologies to suit domestic wind conditions. Although the technologies were mostly 

mid-tech and standardized, manufacturing activities provided the company with critical 

operational knowledge. A Suzlon executive noted that manufacturing each turbine part 

had its own challenges and unique learning was involved. He explained:  

The first thing you see in a turbine is the tower. It is a [very tall] steel 
structure… Its manufacturing is not very simple because it involves 
bending a steel plate to form a cone which is not very easy. We imported 
that technology and set up manufacturing plants here in India. Similarly, 
blades – their design is very critical. We bought that technology from LM 
glass fibers from Denmark. Then [based on it] we developed our own 
design and manufacturing facilities in India. 
 
Suzlon’s standard wind turbines were capable of supporting its Indian market 

demands but they were still lagging in terms of the industry’s state-of-the-art. For 
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entering foreign markets, its existing product portfolio was not sufficiently competitive. 

Moreover, the Suzlon brand was unknown outside India, making foreign market entry 

very challenging. Overcoming these challenges required a strategic choice: whether to 

cooperate with an incumbent AMNE and assume a subsidiary role, or to compete with 

the incumbents as an EMNE.  

Suzlon selected to face the competition as an EMNE. In this competitive stage, 

acquiring entire firms was a more feasible option than licensing or technical 

collaborations. Given the sunrise nature of the industry, many smaller acquisition targets 

were also available. Europe being the center of the global wind power industry, Suzlon 

focused on acquiring European talent (Ramesh, 2008). In 2000, it acquired AE-Rotor, a 

bankrupt Dutch firm. Soon thereafter, a subsidiary AE Rotor Techneik B.V. was formally 

incorporated in 2001 with a competence creation mandate focusing on the design of 

molds and blades for wind turbines. To produce different varieties of blades in India, it 

bought manufacturing and marketing rights from Enron Wind, a bankrupt American firm. 

This purchase also gave Suzlon a state-of-the-art production line and technical support 

(Lewis, 2007). In 2002, it setup an R&D subsidiary Suzlon Energy GmbH in Germany by 

acquiring a German firm AX 215 Verwaltungs GmbH.  

In 2004, Suzlon set up a joint venture with one of its generator suppliers, Elin 

Motoren GmbH of Austria, and began manufacturing generators in India (Red Herring 

Prospectus, 2005). Soon thereafter, Suzlon made two of its largest and most important 

acquisitions. In 2006, it acquired Hansen Transmissions of Belgium, the second largest 

gearbox manufacturer in the world. The acquisition gave it access to the most 

sophisticated technology for gearboxes and drive trains. Next, in 2007, it acquired 
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REpower Systems AG, a large turbine manufacturer from Germany, whose product 

portfolio included the largest multi-megawatt offshore wind turbine. REpower was 

known for its German engineering which Suzlon attempted to access. Figure 2, panel B 

shows key events in Suzlon’s history and the evolution of its product portfolio with 

respect to the industry.  
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CHAPTER 6 

CATCH-UP STRATEGIES OF FIRMS: OUTPUT VERSUS INNOVATION 

 

This chapter is based on my paper titled “EMNE catch-up strategies in the wind turbine 

industry: is there a trade-off between output and innovation capabilities?”, co-authored 

with Marcus Larsen (Copenhagen Business school) and Ram Mudambi (Temple 

University), appeared in the Global Strategy Journal, 2(3): 205-223. 

Abstract 

EMNEs are catching up with AMNEs even in emerging, high technology 

industries, where their knowledge-based disadvantages are most severe. We explain this 

phenomenon by distinguishing between output and innovation capabilities. Successful 

EMNEs’ focus on output capabilities need not facilitate innovation catch up. We compare 

the knowledge bases of an industry leading AMNE and a fast follower EMNE using 

patent data, buttressed by qualitative information. The AMNE’s knowledge base is 

deeper and composed of more distinct technology groups than that of the EMNE. The 

EMNE has caught up in terms of output capabilities but still lags in terms of innovation 

capabilities. Our in-depth comparative case analysis contributes to the literature on 

knowledge strategies and their impact on firm capabilities. 
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Research Question 

“A reasonably complete view of the catch-up process […] does not lend itself to 

simple formulation. Its implications ramify and are hard to separate from the more 

general process of growth at large” (Abramovitz, 1986: 406). 

In many industries, emerging economy multinational enterprises (EMNEs) have 

become global players in recent years. These firms have often caught up and begun to 

challenge the established multinational enterprises based in advanced economies 

(AMNEs) in very short periods of time. For example, Luo and Tung (2007) argue that the 

rapid and aggressive internationalization of EMNEs can be described as a “springboard 

strategy” in which they acquire critical assets and capabilities abroad to successfully 

compete on a global stage.  

In mature industries, like steel and cement, one can use the old-fashioned product 

cycle analysis to explain the advantages of EMNEs (Vernon, 1966; 1979). However, we 

observe that EMNEs are catching up and competing on world markets across the 

spectrum, including in emerging, high technology industries. Emerging industries offer 

an extremely uncertain environment. The quickly changing technologies and evolving 

business models of these industries can completely alter the nature of competition. Rapid 

catch up by EMNEs in such industries is particularly difficult to explain, since it would 

appear that in such environments, the knowledge-based disadvantages of the EMNEs 

would be most severe. With this paper we attempt to unravel this puzzle. In fact, very 

little research has focused on understanding how “… knowledge elements may be 

… structured inside MNCs” (Foss and Pedersen, 2004: 342) and contribute to the 
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development of competitive advantage. Our paper contributes to fill this gap by studying 

the catch up of an EMNE in an emerging industry. 

Methodology 

Qualitative Data 

In one analysis, we assemble qualitative data to understand the innovations in the 

industry and the knowledge strategies of the two firms. We use this analysis to establish 

(i) the technology frontier of the industry, (ii) Vestas’ status as a powerful insider, (iii) 

Vestas’ innovation efforts to push the frontier forward, and (iv) Suzlon’s rapid output 

catch up. The qualitative analysis helps us to compare closely the knowledge strategies of 

the two firms. Further we can see how they facilitated Suzlon’s output catch up. We 

study the process of catch up from Suzlon’s inception in 1995 through 2010.  

Patent Data 

In a second analysis, we investigate Suzlon’s innovation catch up. For that, we 

analyze the two firms’ entire populations of granted patents, from 2000 until 2010, from 

the United States Patents and Trademark Office (USPTO). Following the tradition in the 

technology and innovation management literature, we use patents as proxies for a firm’s 

innovation capabilities (Narin, Noma and Perry, 1987; Griliches, 1990; Jaffe et al., 1993; 

Nerkar and Paruchuri, 2005). To study catch up in innovation capabilities, we compare 

the knowledge base of a late entrant fast-follower EMNE with an incumbent innovative 

AMNE. Proxying the firms’ knowledge bases thus forms a critical step in our analysis.  

We draw on the patent literature that treats patent citations as indicators of 

knowledge flows (Jaffe et al., 1993; Podolny and Stuart, 1995; Almeida, 1996; 
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Rosenkopf and Nerkar, 2001) to construct the proxies for the firms’ knowledge bases. In 

particular, this literature stream treats the citations made by the focal firm’s patents, also 

known as backward citations, as measures of knowledge inflows for the firm. We focus 

on the technology classes of these backward cited patents, treating them as the knowledge 

sources for the focal firm’s patents. By aggregating over the filing year of focal patents, 

we create yearly networks of these knowledge sources for the two firms using the 

UCINET-6 program (Borgatti et al., 2002). These networks of knowledge sources are 

used to proxy each firm’s knowledge base.  

A tie between two network nodes indicates that the two classes represented by the 

nodes are cited by a focal patent. It thus represents that the two nodes together sourced a 

knowledge flow to the focal patent. The tie strength indicates the minimum number of 

knowledge flows sourced by them. We then conduct a comparative network analysis 

along the breadth and depth of the knowledge bases to shed light on how Suzlon’s 

innovation capabilities differ with respect to Vestas. We consider breadth as a separate 

dimension in addition to depth. Our analysis thus goes beyond the dense-sparse 

comparison commonly found in network analyses (Gargiulo and Benassi, 2000; Kang, 

Morris, and Snell, 2007) which can only capture one dimension – depth or density. 

To bolster our arguments further, we classify the assignee firms of the backward-

cited and forward-citing patents into various categories based on their primary line of 

business and their products. We used Business and Company Resource Center database 

provided by Gale Group and LexisNexis Academic for this purpose. If the firm was 

found to manufacture wind turbine generators, it was classified in the wind turbine 

manufacturers’ category. If the databases indicated that the firm’s products had 
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applications in the wind turbine industry, it was classified into wind turbine related 

products, or otherwise, according to the product descriptions. For large conglomerates 

and firms with multiple product lines, we read the abstracts of their patents in our 

samples and categorized them in the most appropriate categories. The categorization 

provides a clear picture of the cross-industry knowledge flows enabled by Vestas and 

Suzlon patents indicating the breadth, depth, and impact of their knowledge. 

Innovation Strategies of Vestas and Suzlon 

 As seen in the previous chapter, Vestas’ innovation strategy has largely been to 

tap into and access knowledge and competencies from the appropriate technology 

clusters through Greenfield FDI. The overall rationale behind Vestas’ global R&D 

network is to create a network-driven set of complementary competencies identified at 

different technological hotspots and fit them into an integrated and coordinated 

architecture. To ensure the organizational integration of the geographically dispersed and 

disaggregated knowledge, Vestas operates with a Global Operation Model where the 

different competences needed to develop the turbines are plotted into a matrix together 

with the capabilities of the different R&D centers. This function is centralized at the 

R&D headquarters in Århus, Denmark (Andersson and Pedersen, 2010; Pedersen and 

Larsen, 2009). 

Suzlon’s innovation strategy can best be described as a fast follower strategy of 

catching up to the technology frontier of the industry. Specifically, the company has 

pursued a generalist output-oriented knowledge strategy by acquiring target firms whose 

competences and capabilities are of direct application to the production of the wind 

turbines (both wind turbine manufacturers and sub-component suppliers). Thus, being a 
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“follower” in the wind turbine industry, Suzlon has pursued a strategy of catching up to 

technological forefront by deliberately acquiring the necessary knowledge of 

manufacturing wind turbines in order to compete globally with incumbent AMNEs.  

Suzlon’s present global R&D network clearly reflects its acquisition strategy. The 

company has pursued a rigorous strategy of acquiring knowledge and technological 

competencies at the most appropriate locations to ensure a full vertical integration of the 

R&D value chain (Kumar et al., 2009). After the acquisition of REpower and AX 215 

Verwaltungsgesellschaft, Suzlon’s R&D headquarters was located in Hamburg, 

Germany, to retain the strong focus on the overall technology of the wind turbine in 

collaborations with smaller development teams in Germany, the Netherlands, Denmark 

and India. Suzlon’s R&D center in Rostock, Germany develops mechanical and electrical 

systems incorporated in the wind turbine nacelle, hub and tower. In Netherlands, the 

company’s R&D center focuses on aerodynamic and rotor blades structures development 

as a continuation of the acquisition of AE-Rotor Techniek BV and Aerpac B.V, while the 

R&D center in Belgium focuses of gearboxes in accordance with the acquisition of 

Hansen Transmission. 

 Evidently, Suzlon’s proactive path of knowledge acquisitions has to a 

large extent been focused on achieving knowledge and technological competences with 

direct applicability to the end product of the wind turbine. Accordingly, parallel to the 

acquisitions, Suzlon’s R&D efforts have become stronger and its portfolio broader. Table 

4 depicts how Suzlon’s portfolio of wind turbines has displayed a radical growth – from 

the 350kW in the mid-1990s to the 6MW turbine in 2009 – compared to the industry and 
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Vestas. While Vestas has mostly operated at the technology frontier, the table shows how 

Suzlon has rapidly caught up with the frontier in terms of output. 

Table 4: Technology catch-up represented by turbine capacity trends for industry, Vestas 

and Suzlon 

Year 
Industry 

(kW) 

Vestas 

(kW) 

Suzlon 

(kW) 

1991 500 500 0 

1993 500 500 0 

1995 600 600 350 

1997 1000 660 750 

1999 1750 1750 750 

2001 2000 2000 1000 

2003 3000 3000 2000 

2005 5000 3000 2000 

2007 5000 3000 5000 

2009 6000 3000 6000 

2011 7000 7000 6150 

(Source: Pedersen and Larsen, 2009; Wind of Change, 2010; Red Herring Prospectus, 2005) 
 

Comparing the Knowledge Bases 

Although Suzlon and Vestas manufacture and supply a comparable portfolio of 

wind turbines, the preceding discussions document two radically different means of 

deriving this portfolio. Vestas’ status of a pioneer in an emerging industry resulted in a 

strategy of global in-house R&D where it actively searches for new knowledge and 

competences. Suzlon, on the other hand, has pursued a deliberate output-oriented strategy 

to facilitate rapid catch up in the ability to manufacture wind turbines at the technological 

frontier. Yet, despite the differences in their knowledge sourcing strategies, Suzlon has 

inevitably reached parity with Vestas regarding its output capabilities, as shown by our 

qualitative analysis. 

In this section, we investigate whether Suzlon’s rapid output catch up has also 

facilitated catch up in innovation capabilities using the two firms’ patents. To provide an 
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overview of Vestas and Suzlon patents, table 5 shows the number of patents filed by them 

and their subsidiaries over time. As seen from this table, both firms have comparable 

patent portfolios (60 and 40 patents, respectively) as of 2009.  

Table 5: Granted firm patents* per filing year# 

Filing year Vestas Suzlon 

2000 1 0 

2001 2 0 

2002 8 0 

2003 25 0 

2004 42 4 

2005 42 4 

2006 42 20 

2007 45 38 

2008 52 40 

2009 60 40 

* Cumulative numbers 
# None of the patents filed in 2010 were granted by December 31, 2010, the end of our sample period 

 

Knowledge Impact 

The numbers in table 5, although comparable, do not reveal a large disparity 

between the two firms in terms of their patents’ overall impact. To establish that Vestas is 

in fact a powerful industry insider, we examine the impact of their patents measured by 

the patents’ forward citations (Trajtenberg, 1990). At the end of 2010, Vestas patents 

received a total of 294 citations whereas Suzlon patents received a total of 45 citations. 

This suggests that Vestas’ patents have had a larger impact than Suzlon’s patents 

indicating Vestas’ insider status. This result further justifies our choice of Vestas to proxy 

the industry’s incumbent innovative AMNE.  

Further, we categorize the assignee firms of the forward citing patents to 

understand the impact of the two firm’s patents on different industries. The results are 

shown in table 6. The first two categories, wind turbine manufacturers and wind turbine 
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related products, most directly relate to the wind turbine industry. Vestas patents have 

received a large number of citations from firms in these categories. We argue that this 

marked difference implies that Vestas has a much larger impact on innovations in the 

wind turbine industry than Suzlon. Further, compared to Suzlon patents, Vestas patents 

also influence innovations in several other industries that are not directly related to wind 

turbines. Above all, this suggests that Vestas is a well-recognized innovator in the 

industry, while Suzlon’s innovation activities are less recognized. 

Knowledge Base Comparison 

We begin the comparison by focusing on the knowledge sources. For this, we 

categorize the assignee firms of backward cited patens as shown in table 7. Compared to 

Suzlon, Vestas cites patents extensively from firms in the wind turbine categories. 

Moreover, it cites patents in several other categories that are not directly related to wind 

turbines. Accordingly, Vestas acquires its knowledge from a wider array of sources than 

Suzlon suggesting that it has a broader knowledge base. Further, multiple citations in a 

category indicate more depth of knowledge acquired in that category. As table 7 shows, 

Vestas cites extensively more within almost all categories relative to Suzlon. 

Accordingly, Vestas has more knowledge inflow from more categories and thus a deeper 

knowledge in core technology areas as well as in other complementary technologies. 
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Table 6: Impact of Vestas and Suzlon patents, identified by forward citing assignee firm 
categories 

 

Type of companies SIC codes 

Vestas 

No. of citing 

patents 

Suzlon 

No. of citing 

patents 

Wind Turbine Manufacturers 3511 185 28 

Wind turbine related products 

(blade fabrication, nacelle 

casing, turbine transport, grid 

connection, blade tip power 

generation) 

3511, 3083, 

3443, 5063 
40 3 

Electrical products (motors, 

machines, drives, relays, 

AC/DC power supply) 

3621, 3625, 

3629 
32 4 

Consumer electronics 3651, 3663  3 0 

Research (universities, 

research institutes) 
8733 7 1 

Industrial controls 3823, 3625 7 0 

Automobile and parts 

manufacturers 
3711, 3714 4 3 

Gears and bearings 3566, 3562, 

3568 
2 4 

Cranes 3536 0 1 

Aircraft, helicopters and parts, 

defense and space vehicle 

parts 

3721, 3728, 

3764, 3769 
2 0 

Ships, oil rigs, and offshore 

plants manufacturers 
3731 3 0 

Dredging and mining 

machinery 
3531, 3532 1 0 

HVAC 3585, 3634 2 0 

Total patents  288 44 

Notes: Not all patents could be classified by their assignee firms due to missing data (assignee firm not 
given in patent or firm information not found in databases). 

SIC code list is primarily to indicate the cross-industry knowledge flows and is not an exhaustive list.  
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Table 7: Knowledge sources of Vestas and Suzlon, identified by backward cited assignee 
firm categories 

 

Type of companies SIC codes 

Vestas 

No. of cited 

patents 

Suzlon 

No. of cited 

patents 

Wind Turbine Manufacturers 3511 240 68 

Wind turbine related products 

(blade fabrication, nacelle 

casing, turbine transport, grid 

connection, blade tip power 

generation) 

3511, 3083, 

3443, 5063 
88 31 

Electrical products (motors, 

generators, machines, drives, 

relays, etc.) 

3621, 3625, 

3629 
134 20 

Consumer electronics 3651, 3663 14 1 

Electric utilities 4911, 4931 4 4 

Oil and gas extraction and 

processing 
1311, 1321 4 0 

Research (universities, 

research institutes) 
8733 39 9 

Pumps and valves 3561, 3462 2 7 

Transportation (load handling, 

cargo transport, heavy duty 

trucks makers) 

3537, 3715, 

4491, 4213 
10 3 

Automobile and parts 

manufacturers 
3711, 3714 3 15 

Gears, bearings, lubricants 3566, 3562, 

3568, 2992 
7 34 

Aircraft, helicopters, and parts 3721, 3728 37 12 

Construction (buildings) 1541 13 3 

Part Fabricators (metal parts, 

aluminum dies, abrasives) 

3351, 3363, 

3291 
6 2 

Engineering services 8711, 8712 6 0 

Food (products, processing, 

and packaging) 

2011, 2026, 

2033, 2043 
7 0 

Waste management (handling 

and processing, recycling) 

4952, 4953, 

5093 
3 0 

Chemicals and polymers 2819, 2821, 

2869, 2899 
2 0 

HVAC 3585, 3634 2 0 

Industrial controls 3823, 3625 1 0 

Total patents  622 209 

Notes: Not all patents could be classified by their assignee firms due to missing data (assignee firm not 
given in patent or firm information not found in databases). 

SIC code list is primarily to indicate the cross-industry knowledge flows and is not an exhaustive list.  
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Comparative Network Analysis 

Next, we proceed with a comparison of the yearly networks of technology classes 

of backward cited patents. This allows us to disentangle and compare the knowledge 

bases of the two companies. The networks have the following features by construction. 

Firstly, the size of the network measured by the number of nodes indicates the firm’s 

knowledge in the technology classes represented by those nodes, and thus the breadth of 

its knowledge base. 

Secondly, presence of a tie between two nodes indicates that they have together 

sourced a knowledge flow. Thus, the two nodes are considered to have a technology link 

and are interrelated (Podolny and Stuart, 1995; Fleming and Sorenson, 2001) from the 

firm’s point of view. This idea is similar to Fleming and Sorenson’s (2001) concept of 

combinability of sub-classes but extended to the class level. We are however careful only 

to claim that the tie between two classes indicates an interrelation of some sort, and not 

combinability per se, among those cited classes from the firm’s point of view. 

Because of the yearly aggregation over filing years, we see that certain classes get 

frequently connected, the frequency of connection represented by the tie strength. Thus, 

the higher the tie strength, the more closely related are the two classes from the firm’s 

point of view. Because of the underlying nature of the technology, only certain classes 

get connected over time resulting in node clusters or technology groupings. Formation of 

such technology groupings imply that the firm not only knows about the technologies 

represented by those classes but also knows the interrelation among those technologies, 

and applies them in its innovations. The well-defined technology groupings are thus 

indicative of firm’s deep knowledge in those technologies. We quantify and compare the 
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technology groupings by employing E-I index of clustering (Krackhardt and Stern, 1988). 

The index is calculated as the ratio of difference between external and internal ties of 

cluster members to the total ties of the cluster members. A negative E-I value implies that 

the nodes in a cluster have stronger ties among themselves than with the nodes outside 

the cluster. Thus, the more negative the index, the better defined are the cluster or 

technology groupings (Hanneman and Riddle, 2005), indicating a deeper knowledge 

base. 

Finally, with every knowledge inflow, we argue that firm learns more about those 

classes. Thus, we also use the tie strength as an indicator of the firm’s depth of 

knowledge in those classes. We use the overall network densities to quantify and 

compare this depth. Since network density is defined as the ratio of sum of tie strengths 

to the number possible of ties, larger networks tend to have lower densities. We therefore 

compare densities of two networks with comparable numbers of nodes. Table 8 shows the 

network analysis results.  

First, Vestas’ networks are composed of a larger number of nodes than Suzlon’s. 

Vestas’ network thus spans many more technologies than Suzlon’s network, suggesting a 

broader knowledge base.  

Second, as seen from table 8, although Suzlon’s networks exhibit node clusters 

from 2006 onwards, their degree of closure is much smaller than Vestas node clusters. 

This is indicated by the less negative value of the mean E-I index for Suzlon than Vestas. 

Accordingly, Vestas’ network consists of well-defined technology groupings. 

Comparatively, Suzlon’s network remains loosely connected. Thus, Vestas’ network 
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demonstrates comparably deeper knowledge of the different technologies and a higher 

ability to recombine technologies in developing new innovations.  

Third, Vestas’ network has a higher density than Suzlon’s. This also suggests a 

deeper overall knowledge base. Here, we compare the densities of the Vestas network in 

2002 and the Suzlon network in 2009, since they have a comparable number of nodes. 

The Vestas network in 2009 has far more nodes than the Suzlon network in 2009, and is 

therefore bound to be less dense than Suzlon. Even so, we find that its density is not 

much smaller than Suzlon. For visual comparisons, figure 8 shows the evolution of the 

networks of the two firms. 

In sum, we argue that Suzlon’s knowledge base is shallower and narrower than 

that of Vestas. We find that Vestas has knowledge of more technologies and that it has 

deeper knowledge of the different technologies that allows it to more easily develop new 

technologies. Vestas’ overall knowledge base therefore appears broader and deeper than 

Suzlon’s knowledge base. In the following section, we discuss this result in relation to 

firms’ innovation capabilities and innovation catch up. 
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Table 8: Network analysis results for Vestas and Suzlon 

 Vestas Suzlon 

Filing 

year 

# 

nodes 

# 

edges 

# node 

clusters 

Mean E-I for 

node clusters 
Density 

# 

nodes 

# 

edges 

# node 

clusters 

Mean E-I for 

node clusters 
Density 

2000 19 342 1 - 3.4737 - - - - - 

2001 24 552 1 - 4.6703 - - - - - 

2002 47 1044 3 -0.453 2.2729 - - - - - 

2003 100 3820 4 -0.262 1.2394 - - - - - 

2004 116 4978 2 -0.752 1.3402 8 56 1 - 1.6429 

2006 116 4978 2 -0.752 1.3402 30 570 2 -0.34 1.9126 

2007 117 5084 2 -0.542 1.3789 47 1072 3 -0.13 1.5985 

2008 122 5414 2 -0.549 1.3490 47 1072 3 -0.13 1.6614 

2009 129 6396 3 -0.261 1.3240 47 1072 3 -0.13 1.6614 

Note: No change in 2005 for both firms 
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Figure 8: Evolution of source networks for Vestas and Suzlon 
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Proposition Development and Discussion 

In this chapter, we have shed light on the phenomenon of EMNE catch up by 

undertaking an in-depth comparative analysis of a successful “catch up” EMNE and the 

incumbent industry AMNE market leader in the emerging wind turbine industry. Our 

paper thus provides evidence to counter perceptions that EMNEs can only become global 

players in mature industries, which are far more stable and comparatively less knowledge 

intensive than emerging industries.  

We highlight two contrasting findings. On the one hand, Suzlon, the EMNE based 

in India, has, over the relatively short period of a decade and half embarked on a rapid 

internationalization process by acquiring the necessary knowledge to manufacture world 

class wind turbines. It has achieved rough parity in terms of its range of outputs with the 

incumbent industry leader, Vestas, based in Denmark. On the other hand, Suzlon’s 

strategic quest in the initial years was focused on the production of output on a 

technology standard and design framework established by Vestas. This becomes apparent 

when examining the knowledge bases of the two companies. While Suzlon has developed 

a comparable product portfolio to Vestas – hence having caught up in terms of output – it 

is yet to catch up in terms of innovation capabilities. From an analysis of the two firms’ 

patents and patent citations, we find that Vestas’ knowledge base is deep and composed 

of a broad network of different technology sources and their well-defined groupings, 

which are important indicators of firm’s innovation capability. Suzlon’s knowledge base, 

in contrast, is shallower and narrower indicating that it is lagging behind in terms of 

innovation capabilities. 
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These findings have important implications for how we understand EMNEs’ catch 

up processes. The knowledge management literature views the firm’s knowledge base 

along two dimensions, breadth and depth, and notes the importance of balancing these 

dimensions (March, 1991; Hamel and Prahalad, 1994; Hedlund, 1994; Henderson and 

Cockburn, 1994; Leonard-Barton, 1995). A firm investing in innovation capabilities is 

essentially building a broader knowledge base. With a knowledge base that spans a 

variety of knowledge streams, such a firm can potentially explore across disciplines and 

recognize resource recombination opportunities to generate innovations (Schumpeter, 

1934; Penrose, 1959; Nelson and Winter, 1982). A broad knowledge base is thus critical 

for successful innovation (Bierly and Chakrabarti, 1996).  

A firm investing in output capability is focused on utilizing current knowledge to 

its maximum possible extent to refine the firm’s existing offerings. Such refinements, 

however, require that the firm has a deep knowledge of the existing elements of its 

knowledge base. By executing the organizational routines over and over again, the firm 

incrementally learns more about the associated knowledge elements, also known as 

learning-by-doing (Arrow, 1962). Such incremental experiential learning and its 

application to output refinements create a positive feedback loop and thereby deepen the 

firm’s existing knowledge base. Thus, innovation and output capabilities are captured by 

the two dimensions of a firm’s knowledge base: breadth and depth. 

However, similar to the trade-off between exploration and exploitation (March, 

1991; Gupta, Smith, and Shalley, 2006; Mudambi and Swift, 2011), there is an inherent 

trade-off between innovation and output capabilities that has direct implications for the 

breadth vs. depth of firms’ knowledge bases (e.g. Bierly and Chakrabarti, 1996). The 
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returns from innovation capabilities are more uncertain and may be realized in the long 

run. Output capabilities, by contrast, offer relatively short-term returns with more 

certainty (March, 1991). At the same time, there is also an important connection between 

the deep understanding of the existing knowledge sources and the ability to identify new 

knowledge sources (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). In other words, the depth of the 

knowledge base developed through exploitative experiential learning, in the long run, 

enables exploration thereby broadening the firm’s knowledge base. The newly discovered 

knowledge sources also need to be integrated with the existing knowledge specializations 

to generate innovations (Grant, 1996). This integration calls for a deep knowledge of the 

existing specializations (Henderson and Clark, 1990; Henderson, 1994), so that the 

knowledge base of an innovative firm contains several such interrelated technology 

specializations or groupings (Galunic and Rodan, 1998).  

Thus, the distinction between output capabilities and innovation capabilities is not 

clear-cut. In fact, the knowledge strategies of the most successful MNEs in the industry 

attempt to build both exploration-oriented innovation capabilities and exploitation-

oriented output capabilities. Such strategies are designed to create ambidextrous 

organizations (Tushman and O’Reilly, 1996; Benner and Tushman, 2003). The 

knowledge base of such ambidextrous firms is thus broader and deeper compared to the 

other firms in the industry.  

For an EMNE, in the initial years, investing in output capabilities is far more 

attractive than innovation capabilities because of the certainty and speed of returns. An 

EMNE’s focus on acquiring output capabilities helps in its rapid output catch up. 

However, its lower stress on innovation capabilities means that its knowledge base is 
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narrower as compared to the innovative AMNEs in the industry. Further, it is important 

to note that the depth dimension of the knowledge base is a function of the firm’s 

experience. The innovative AMNEs also focus on building output capabilities and over 

time have generated a deeper knowledge base. The young EMNE’s knowledge base thus 

lags on the depth dimension as well. These arguments imply the following proposition: 

Proposition 1: The EMNE’s knowledge base tends to be narrower and shallower 

as compared to the incumbent innovative AMNEs.  

We posit that the differences in the capabilities of two companies are the outcome 

of a conscious strategy (cf. Rui and Yip, 2008). The strategy of the industry leader is 

focused on innovation and design, aimed at developing the “next generation” of output.  

The strategy of the EMNE fast follower is to maintain the capabilities to rapidly replicate 

the next generation output as soon as it comes on stream. The EMNE emerges out of a 

home context with less technological sophistication (Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc, 2008; 

2011), which creates a substantial technological gap relative to the incumbent AMNE. 

This induces the EMNE to internationalize with the purpose of acquiring the 

technological knowledge to replicate the output developed by leading AMNEs 

(Kumaraswamy et al, 2012).  

In this process, the EMNE can rapidly catch up in terms of its output portfolio by 

acquiring narrowly focused output-related knowledge at the technological frontier, e.g. 

through the acquisition of knowledge-bearing component manufacturers in advanced 

market economies. The focus of the EMNE on output, especially with the ability to 

successfully serve worldwide markets, is indicative of imitative capabilities of a very 

high order. Indeed, this focus on output capabilities may well spawn genuine cost saving, 
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process innovations and cheaper, simpler output goods. In this sense, much of the 

innovations from emerging economy firms documented by scholars like Zeng and 

Williamson (2003), Mathews et al. (2011) and Luo and Tung (2007) may actually be the 

outcome of such higher order imitative processes. However, this is not analogous to catch 

up in innovation capabilities.  

Unlike output capabilities, innovation capabilities cannot be readily acquired 

through imitative strategies. They accumulate over time. Innovation capabilities are in 

fact far more causally ambiguous and socially complex (Dierickx and Cool, 1989). In 

other words, with sufficient capital, EMNEs rapidly acquire the necessary output 

capabilities to catch up to the industry standard. Yet, to be a leader in the industry, 

EMNEs cannot simply buy knowledge; they need to generate innovations that will push 

forward the industry’s technology frontier. Replicating innovation capabilities is thus 

extremely difficult. Accordingly, the following proposition is formulated: 

Proposition 2: The EMNE’s output catch up occurs much earlier than innovation 

catch up. 

In conclusion, this chapter makes an important distinction between EMNEs’ catch 

up in terms of output and innovation capabilities. The main message is that innovation 

catch up is likely to be a slower and longer process than output catch up. Output 

capabilities embracing knowledge about the overall technology of the product can often 

be acquired in the market, especially in nascent and emerging industries. Innovation 

capabilities, however, necessitate more profound knowledge of both the overall 

technology and architectural innovation (Henderson and Clark, 1990), and require firms 

to know more than the technology of the final product (Brusoni et al., 2001). Therefore, 
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we suggest that the observed pattern of EMNE rapid catch up in many industries may be 

more based on production or output capabilities, and not necessarily innovation 

capabilities. 
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CHAPTER 7 

INNOVATION CATCH-UP OF FIRMS 

 

This chapter is based on my paper titled “EMNE R&D internationalization: fighting the 

odds against innovation catch-up”, coauthored with Marcus Larsen (Copenhagen 

Business School) and Ram Mudambi (Temple University). 

 

Abstract 

R&D internationalization is on the rise for advanced economy multinationals 

(AMNEs) as well as emerging economy multinationals (EMNEs). We study EMNE R&D 

internationalization by comparing it to that by AMNE in the context of an emerging, 

knowledge-intensive industry. We find that while the internationalization of AMNEs’ 

R&D activities can to a large extent be explained in terms of the twin strategies of 

competence exploitation and competence creation, EMNE R&D internationalization is 

rooted in the firms’ overall catch up strategy to get on par with industry leaders. An in-

depth comparison of knowledge flows reveals that within AMNEs, headquarters often 

serves the primary source of knowledge for R&D subsidiaries. In contrast, within 

EMNEs, headquarters accesses knowledge from R&D subsidiaries in advanced 

economies for innovation catch-up. Within this dichotomy, accessing is harder and 

slower than sourcing making EMNE innovation catch-up harder and slower. 
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Research Question 

The rapid global emergence of competitive multinationals based in emerging 

economies1 (EMNEs) represents one of the most important changes in the global 

competitive landscape (e.g. Cuervo-Cazurra and Dau, 2009; Khanna and Palepu, 1999; 

Luo and Tung, 2007; Ramamurti and Singh, 2009). As we will demonstrate in this paper, 

EMNEs are not only appearing in mature, traditional and stable industries (e.g. Mathews, 

2006; Kumaraswamy et al., 2012; Zeng and Williamson, 2003), but are also entering, 

catching up and succeeding in emerging, knowledge-intensive and turbulent industries. 

An important component of the rise of the EMNE relates to the 

internationalization of research and development (R&D). By internationalizing R&D 

activities, firms are increasingly able to access and leverage knowledge through their 

global footprints (Doz, Santos, and Williamson, 2001). Indeed, multinational enterprises 

(MNEs) are often regarded as the most important creators, producers and disseminators 

of knowledge and technological innovations (Teece, 1977; Cantwell 1989; Narula 2003). 

However, while a rich body of literature has explored R&D internationalization for 

advanced economy multinational enterprises (AMNEs) (e.g. Dunning and Narula, 1995; 

Cantwell and Mudambi, 2005; 2011), relatively little attention has been devoted to 

understanding EMNEs’ R&D internationalization. Accordingly, the purpose of this paper 

is to explore the differences in R&D internationalization between AMNEs and EMNEs. 

R&D internationalization has to a large extent been explained in terms of the twin 

strategies of competence exploitation and creation (Cantwell and Mudambi, 2005; 2011). 

Under competence exploitation, the root technology is created in the home country, often 

at a central R&D unit co-located with headquarters, and the foreign subsidiary is mainly 
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exploiting its parents’ competencies. With competence creation, the MNE aims for R&D 

home-base augmentation and gives a more creative role for the foreign subsidiaries to 

generate new knowledge. Under all circumstances, firms’ innovation capabilities relating 

to their routines and technologies of developing new or enhancing existing products, 

services and processes are central to R&D internationalization (Awate et al., 2012; Bell 

and Pavitt, 1993; Brusoni et al., 2001; Dierickx and Cool, 1989; Henderson and Clark, 

2000; Teece, 1992). In this respect, the knowledge flows between headquarters and R&D 

subsidiaries are relevant (Almeida, 1996; Almeida and Phene, 2004; Cantwell and 

Mudambi, 2005, 2011; Song and Shin, 2008). Here, MNEs are visualized as networked 

organizations in which knowledge embedded in different MNE subsidiaries can be 

transferred to other subsidiaries (Hymer, 1960; Ghoshal and Bartlett, 1990; Gupta and 

Govindarajan, 1991; Hedlund, 1994). The MNE headquarters is thus viewed as the 

network orchestrator and an integrator of the intra-organizational knowledge flows 

enabling exploration and exploitation of local knowledge by different R&D subsidiary 

units (Mudambi and Navarra, 2004). 

 Methodology 

A comparative case analysis of Suzlon and Vestas as explained in Chapter 5 is conducted 

using two kinds of data – qualitative and patent data. 

Qualitative Data 

The qualitative data is used to study the companies’ R&D networks, the rationale 

behind various R&D decisions and the innovation catch-up of R&D units. 
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Patent Data 

Next, the quantitative evidence is obtained from patents filed with the United 

States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). This dataset consists of patents assigned to 

the two companies and their subsidiaries, called the focal patents, and the patents cited by 

the focal patents, called backward citations. The dataset consists of 229 focal patents and 

962 backward citations. Patents are often used to study firm’s innovation capabilities 

(Griliches, 1990; Jaffe et al., 1993; Nerkar and Paruchuri, 2005). We use patents to 

obtain a variety of information about innovation capabilities embedded within MNEs’ 

R&D networks. First, we use the class-subclass information in the focal patents to 

illustrate the technological competencies of Vestas and Suzlon’s R&D networks. Next, 

we consider filing of a patent to be an indicator of R&D efforts of a subsidiary. If the 

subsidiary was established mainly for exploitation of MNE’s competence, then this filing 

event indicates that the subsidiary has evolved and is now capable of competence 

creation. This evolution shows the subsidiary’s innovation catch-up with other units 

within the MNE’s R&D network. The year of first patent filing gives an idea of how 

quickly the subsidiary has caught up.  

Next, we use backward citations to study knowledge flows within MNE R&D 

networks to understand the sourcing patterns in the networks. Patent citations are often 

used to study knowledge flows (Jaffe et al., 1993; Podolny and Stuart, 1995) and 

backward citations are treated as the sources of knowledge for the focal patents (Almeida, 

1996; Awate et al., 2012). We focus on the inventors of a backward citation. Indeed, 

inventors are the bearers of knowledge (Almeida and Kogut, 1999; Klepper and Sleeper, 

2005; Stephan, 2006; Agarwal, Ganco, and Zeidonis, 2009) that is codified in a patent. 
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We consider that each inventor in a backward citation sources one unique knowledge 

flow to the focal patent. Thus, one inventor-patent combination identifies one knowledge 

flow. The same inventor appearing on a different patent is considered to source another 

knowledge flow. In this way, we extract the knowledge flows from all the backward 

citations. We then classify them based on the geographic location of the inventor 

sourcing that knowledge flow to evaluate the sourcing patterns in the R&D networks. In 

addition, we study national competitiveness in wind innovations by analyzing all the 

patents that claim wind turbine innovations that were filed and granted until the end of 

2011. The dataset consists of 1895 patents. From these patents, we extract the inventors’ 

country of work to measure the knowledge flows generated at the country level. Based on 

this data, we table the competitiveness of countries in wind innovations. 

Country Competitiveness in Wind Innovations 

As noted in the Industry Context, traditionally, the industry has been dominated 

by European firms. In the late 1990s, however, a number of manufacturers from 

emerging economies offering low-priced turbines entered the industry, such as Goldwind 

(China), Sinovel (China) and Suzlon (India). These have rapidly caught up with the 

western incumbent firms in terms manufacturing competencies, and are increasingly 

capturing global market shares (Musgrove, 2010). 

Apart from these firms from emerging economies, the economies themselves are 

becoming large markets for wind power. For example, by the end of 2011, China was the 

world’s largest wind power market with an installed capacity of 62,364 MW. India was 

the fifth largest wind market with an installed capacity of 16,084 MW (GWEC, 2012). In 

the early years, the industry evolved in the US and Denmark. By 2011, the US was the 
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second largest market with an installed capacity of 46,929 MW. Comparatively, Danish 

market is much smaller; it had a capacity of 3956 MW by 2011. However, an 

examination of country innovativeness tells a different story. Table 9 lists the top 15 

countries in terms of knowledge flows generated by the end of 2011. The table also 

shows the installed wind power capacity of respective countries. The US is not only one 

of the largest markets for wind power but also the most innovative. Even with a smaller 

market, Denmark is the second most innovative country with a knowledge output 

considerably larger than China and India. Figure 9 shows the evolution of wind 

innovativeness of the top three innovative countries and compares it with the major wind 

markets of China, and India. As seen in the figure, patenting activity in this sunrise 

industry has increased only in the last decade. However, given the knowledge-intensive 

nature of the industry, newly emerging economies too are gradually entering the 

innovation race.  

Table 9: Top 15 innovative countries in terms of knowledge output by 2011 
 
Country Knowledge output by 2011 

(no. of knowledge flows) 

Installed wind power capacity 

by 2011
#
 (MW) 

US 8588 46,929 

Denmark 2792 3,956 

Germany 1739 29,071 

Canada 393 5,265 

UK 347 6,556 

Japan 315 2,536 

Spain 218 21,674 

Netherlands 180 2,272 

China 112 62,364 

Taiwan 79 564 

Sweden 76 2,899 

India 72 16,084 

France 51 6,792 

Belgium 50 1078 

Israel 48 < 23* 

* 23 MW is a combined figure for Israel, Jordan, Libya, Nigeria, and South Africa. 

# Source: GWEC, 2012. 
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Figure 9: Evolution of country innovativeness 

R&D Internationalization at Vestas 

From the beginning, Vestas’ innovation activities had largely been carried out as 

an integral part of its production operations in Denmark. This enabled Vestas to internally 

develop and accumulate the necessary technology, knowledge and innovation 

competencies to compete in the wind turbine industry (Musgrove, 2010). However, it was 

not until late 2000s that Vestas explicated and professionalized its innovation activities to 

establish an R&D business unit, Vestas Technology R&D assigned with a clear 

competence creation mandate. Under the vision of “Global leadership in all core 

technology areas”, Vestas commenced a diligent input-oriented strategy by accessing 

engineers, industry know-how and capabilities from different strategic locations to create 

and develop the necessary knowledge to push the industry technology frontier.  
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This has particularly been evident in Vestas’ intensive R&D internationalization 

process. The following quote of a Vestas R&D executive illustrates this:  

For us, research and development is a global activity. It is through 
technology that we need to differentiate ourselves. Our goal is to have a 
borderless, global setup with hubs in Europe, Asia and North America. 
Via this network, we are aiming for an ongoing flow of ideas and 
technology for developing the best products and services. 

 
More specifically, since the inception of Vestas Technology R&D, the company 

has succeeded in creating a global R&D network consisting of in-house units around the 

world established through Greenfield FDI in both emerging and advanced economies 

(Pedersen and Larsen, 2009). In 2007, Vestas established an R&D back-office in 

Chennai, India, with a competence exploitation mandate to support and supplement 

existing functions in Vestas’ product development unit. A Vestas R&D manager 

explained: 

Part of the reason we located an R&D center in India or in any other 
place is that we investigate what key competences we need to have 
covered in R&D which we have not covered at a sufficient level in the 
present organization, and then we find out what competences the certain 
countries can offer. 

 
In 2008, an R&D center was inaugurated in Singapore, a country highly focused 

on its energy supply and with a large pool of qualified engineers. With a competence 

creation mandate for this center, Vestas intended to access new competencies. Moreover, 

the center functioned as research hub for the increasingly important Asian wind turbine 

market. The same year, Vestas opened another R&D unit with a competence creation 

mandate on the Isle of Wight in the U.K. The unit focused on wind turbine blade 

fabrication to exploit the aerodynamic competencies residing on the island. In 2009, 

Vestas internationalized its R&D activities to the U.S. by establishing a center in 
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Houston, Texas, to tap into vast pools of knowledge and competencies in the fields of 

aerodynamics and electricity. Vestas later also opened smaller R&D centers in Boston, 

Massachusetts, and Boulder, Colorado. The most recent addition to the global R&D 

network was in 2010 with an R&D unit in Beijing, China, to focus on areas such as high-

voltage engineering, aerodynamics, and material and software development. A Vestas 

R&D manager explained:  

We have R&D presence in Europe, Asia, and the US. Our R&D centers 
operate as functional units. So two centers in the same functional unit can 
be geographically distant. Work is divided functionally and not 
geographically. 

 
Parallel to the R&D internationalization process, in 2008 Vestas Technology 

R&D inaugurated a new state-of-the-art R&D center in Aarhus, Denmark (in close 

vicinity to the corporate headquarters). Being the Vestas’ R&D headquarters, the center 

has more than 1000 employees and possesses research excellence in most of the 

functional areas for wind turbine manufacturing. The center also has the role of 

coordinating and integrating the globally dispersed knowledge and R&D activities. A 

dedicated area of Systems Integration matches, decides and delegates R&D responsibility 

to the different centers around the world according to the R&D pipeline and focus. An 

R&D executive expressed this network orchestration as follows:  

I would say that [system integration] is located in Denmark. There is a 
very deep knowledge about how a turbine or a turbine park functions as 
whole to be able to know how you integrate the different components. And 
so, the longest knowledge, the deepest knowledge about wind turbine as a 
system, you find typically in Denmark. 

 
To better understand the technological competencies embedded in Vestas’ R&D 

network, we present table 10 based on the focal patents of Vestas and its subsidiaries. We 

use class-subclass information in the focal patents to identify the areas of technological 
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competence of different R&D units, denoted by filled squares. It can be seen from the 

table that research excellence in most technological areas resides at the headquarters in 

Denmark, while the foreign locations specialize in selected areas supporting the 

company’s overall R&D strategy. Further, from table 9 and table 10, it becomes evident 

that Vestas’ location strategy indeed aims to gain from competitiveness of countries in 

wind innovations. Next, we use the patent filing event to denote that R&D efforts are 

underway in a subsidiary. The grey square in table 10 represents the year in which the 

subsidiary was established. The black square denotes the year in which it filed its first 

patent in the respective technological areas. The time difference between these two 

events is used as an indicator of how quickly the subsidiary could produce an application 

of its R&D efforts. Qualitative evidence notes that the R&D units in Houston, Isle of 

Wight, and Singapore were established with a competence creation mandate primarily to 

utilize the specific technological competencies of those locations. The small delay 

between establishment and filing events in table 10 supports it by showing that those 

units have been very quick to produce a patent in their respective technological 

competencies. The R&D unit in Chennai was started in 2007 with a competence 

exploitation mandate. In 2011, it filed its first patent indicating its efforts of competence 

creation and innovation catch-up. In the following section, we take a closer look at 

Chennai subsidiary’s innovation catch-up. 
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Table 10: Location competencies of Vestas and Suzlon  

Technological 
competence 

Vestas Suzlon Elin Hansen REpower 

Denmark 
Houston, 

TX 

Isle of 

Wright, UK 
Singapore 

Chennai, 

India 

Rostock, 

Germany 

Berlin, 

Germany 
Austria Belgium Germany 

Electricity 

generation and 

control 

2000 2001 2009 2010 

  

2008 2008 

  

2002 2008 2002 2008 2004 1995   2007 2004 

Electricity grid 

connection 

and 

transmission 

2000 2008 

        

  

        

Electricity 

measurement 
2000 2002 

        
  

        

Gear and 

drivetrain 
2000 2003 

        
  

    
2006 2001 

  

Rotor 

operation 
2000 2001 2009 2009 

  
2008 2008 2007 2011 2002 2009   

  
2006 2002 2007 2003 

Rotary 

bearings 
2000 2008 

        
  2002 2008 

  
2006 2002 

  

Blade 

fabrication 
2000 2002 2009 2009 2008 2008 2008 2009 

  
        2007 2004 

Blade and 

rotor 

mounting 

2000 2001 

        

  

        

Strength of 

material 
2000 2002 

        
  

        

Tower 

construction 
2000 2003 

        
  

        

Turbine 

transport 
2000 2002 

        
  

        

Offshore 

platform 
2000 2003 

        
  

      
2007 2006 

Gear system 

lubrication 
  

        
  

    
2006 2002 

  

Year of incorporation/association Year of first patent filing 
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Innovation Catch-up of a Vestas Subsidiary 

To a large extent, Vestas’ R&D internationalization strategy has been driven by 

tapping into local competencies and to internalize new knowledge. The functional 

responsibilities of Vestas’ R&D units are determined by the mandate that the 

headquarters in Denmark delegates. However, it is clear that the initial mandate assigned 

is not static. For example, Vestas’ R&D center in Chennai shows how the initially 

assigned competence exploitation mandate has evolved over time to competence creation. 

The center was established as an R&D back-office with the purpose of attracting 

engineers that primarily could supplement the existing functions in the development 

department, with focus on activities such as IT and R&D documentation. Vestas 

headquarters primarily sourced knowledge to this subsidiary to initiate its R&D activities. 

The R&D center did not have any specialized technical focus, but was supposed to 

balance global needs in Technology R&D and leverage the entire organization by 

recruiting talented and experienced Indian engineers to different positions across the 

R&D value chain. However, after the Vestas management recognized the strengths in 

local talent and competencies, it was decided that higher levels of responsibility should 

be transferred from the global headquarters in Denmark to Chennai. Specifically, while 

the Chennai center initially concentrated on R&D back-office activities, in late 2007 the 

global R&D management team, clearly impressed by young organization and its 

activities, decided to visit Chennai with the purpose of investigating the opportunities of 

better exploiting the local talent base. After several rounds of interviews with Indian 

engineers, the management team decided to establish Indian teams specializing on 

activities such as aeromechanical structural design and analysis, composites, advanced 
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loads modeling, and gear and drive trains. The headquarters accordingly sourced the 

necessary sophisticated knowledge to the subsidiary to enable its transition from a simple 

competence-exploiting subsidiary to a competence-creating subsidiary. As a result, the 

Chennai R&D center moved up the R&D value chain. In a year’s time, the Chennai 

center had 11 R&D departments with respective managers or team leaders in different 

areas of the general technology R&D structure. The center was accordingly characterized 

by Vestas as follows:  

A regional research center leveraging all activities in Technology R&D by 
drawing on the competences readily available in India and here recruiting 
outstanding engineers for attractive global R&D positions providing 
challenging jobs, attractive training and career opportunities at an 
international scale in the most exciting technology company within the 
business. 

 
In order to facilitate the value chain upgrade, an effective transfer of knowledge 

from the R&D headquarters in Denmark was crucial. While more knowledge-intensive 

activities were being transferred to India, the specific R&D projects were still managed 

by the R&D headquarters in Denmark. Project knowledge needed to be transferred to 

Chennai, and both mechanical modes (e.g. web based systems, phone conferencing and 

virtual meeting) and person-based mechanisms (e.g. frequent training workshops and 

regular expatriation) were utilized to facilitate this. However, the process of upgrading 

was not without challenges. In particular, the challenge of establishing a clear division of 

labor between the Indian R&D managers and their counterparts in the R&D headquarters 

had created substantial frustration. This had, among other factors, resulted in a vast 

challenge of retaining key employees.  
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Knowledge Flows in Vestas R&D Network 

As shown by the data on Chennai subsidiary, Vestas headquarters works closely 

with the subsidiaries to coordinate their activities and integrate them across its 

geographically dispersed R&D network. In this section, we study the knowledge flows 

within this R&D network to understand the relationship between the subsidiaries and the 

headquarters. For this purpose, we conducted two analyses using the backward citations 

made by subsidiary patents. In the first analysis, we extracted the inventors’ country of 

work to understand the geographic distribution of the sources of knowledge for Vestas 

subsidiaries located in Singapore, Houston, and Isle of Wight. The patent filed by 

Chennai subsidiary did not have any backward citation information and could not be 

included in this analysis. Further, Boston, Boulder, and Beijing subsidiaries did not file a 

patent in our sample period. The results are presented in tables 11 and 12.  

Table 11: Geographic distribution of sources of knowledge flows of Vestas subsidiaries 

Subsidiary 
No. of 

patents 

No. of 

cited 

patents 

No. of 

knowledge 

flows 

DK US DE UK SG IN ES CN 

Singapore 18 185 467 49 194 38 26 36 23 30 7 

Houston 3 40 79 21 32 14 1 0 0 4 2 

Isle of 

Wight 
3 42 81 24 24 18 2 0 0 4 0 

Legend: DK – Denmark, US – United States, DE – Germany, UK – United Kingdom, SG – Singapore, IN – 

India, ES – Spain, CN – China 

Table 12: Share of home and host countries in knowledge flows for Vestas subsidiaries 

Subsidiary 

Total 

share of 

home 

country 

(%) 

2008 

(%) 

2009 

(%) 

2010 

(%) 

2011 

(%) 

Total share 

of host 

country 

(%) 

2008 

(%) 

2009 

(%) 

2010 

(%) 

2011 

(%) 

Singapore 10.49 3.57 18.75 8.14 16.53 7.71 3.57 12.5 8.14 7.44 

Houston 26.58 - 71.43 11.54 28.26 40.51 - 0 34.62 50 

Isle of 

Wight 
29.63 29.63 - - - 2.47 2.47 - - - 
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Table 11 shows that Denmark, the US, and Germany are the primary sources of 

knowledge for the subsidiaries. This result matches with our finding in table 9 which 

shows that these countries are the most competitive in wind innovations. Further, table 12 

presents the percentage share of home and host countries and its evolution over the years 

in sourcing knowledge to Vestas subsidiaries. It is seen that the subsidiary in Isle of 

Wight draws significantly larger amount of knowledge from the home country Denmark 

as compared to the host country UK. While Singapore subsidiary’s total draw from home 

and host countries is comparable, it drew significantly larger percentage from the home 

country than host country in 2011. Houston subsidiary however draws much more 

knowledge from host than home country. This share has evolved over the years. In the 

initial year, home country knowledge had a much larger share which was then replaced 

by the host country knowledge, a common result obtained when a subsidiary evolves and 

becomes more embedded in the local context (Cantwell and Mudambi, 2005). In all, the 

tables show that the home country Denmark plays a key role in providing knowledge to 

Vestas subsidiaries.  

In the second analysis using backward citations, we quantify the role of Vestas 

headquarters in providing knowledge to the subsidiaries. For this purpose, we separated 

from the backward citations those citations that were assigned to Vestas. We call them 

cited MNE patents. Next, from the cited MNE patents, we found the patents with at least 

one inventor located at the headquarters in Denmark. We call them cited headquarters 

patents. As in the first analysis, we classified the knowledge flows from these patents 

using the inventors’ country of work. The results are presented in table 13.  
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Table 13: Knowledge flows from Vestas headquarters to subsidiaries 

Subsidiary 

No. of 

cited MNE 

patents 

No. of cited 

headquarters 

patents 

No. of 

knowledge 

flows from cited 

headquarters 

patents 

Share in knowledge flows (%) 

    HQ SG US DE IN 

Singapore 19 15 51 54.9 33.33 3.92 7.84 0 

Houston 4 4 6 83.33 0 16.67 0 0 

Isle of 

Wight 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

It can be seen by comparing table 11 and table 13 that the number of cited MNE 

patents is much lower as compared to the total cited patents for all three subsidiaries. This 

shows that these subsidiaries obtain knowledge more from outside than from within the 

MNE network. This result supports the qualitative evidence that Vestas set up these 

subsidiaries to obtain the competencies embedded in the local context. Next, we focus on 

the cited headquarters patents in table 13. It can be seen that, in the case of Singapore and 

Houston subsidiaries, considerable amount of knowledge in the cited headquarters 

patents resides at the headquarters. Thus, although the subsidiaries draw less knowledge 

from the MNE network, the knowledge drawn from the MNE network mostly consists of 

headquarters knowledge.  

Next, we examined the backward citations made by Vestas headquarters patents 

to see if the headquarters obtains any knowledge from the subsidiaries. We found that 

none of the headquarter patents cited any of the subsidiary patents. This shows that while 

headquarters provides knowledge to subsidiaries, it does not yet utilize any knowledge 

created by the subsidiaries in its knowledge creation process. This result is not surprising 

given the headquarters much diverse portfolio of technological knowledge as compared 
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to its subsidiaries, as shown in table 10. Subsidiaries are indeed supplementing 

headquarters’ knowledge portfolio, as noted in the qualitative data. 

Chennai subsidiary’s patent was excluded from these analyses, as it did not 

provide backward citation information. In order to incorporate this patent in our analyses, 

we used the inventor data on this patent and conducted lead inventor analysis as follows. 

We used subsidiaries’ focal patents for this purpose. Most of these patents had a team of 

inventors and often at least one inventor was located at the headquarters. We attempted to 

obtain an indication of the lead inventor in this team by finding the number of patents and 

therefore the knowledge flows generated by each of them. The results of lead inventor 

analysis are shown in table 14. In the case of Singapore, Houston, and Chennai, the 

inventors located in the home country Denmark have generated more number of 

knowledge flows than the host country inventors, as seen from the last two columns of 

table 14. This results serves as an indicator that the lead inventors are often located in 

Denmark and may be the key team members through which the headquarter transfers 

knowledge to subsidiaries and oversees the overall innovation efforts. 
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Table 14: Lead inventor analysis of Vestas subsidiaries 

Subsidiary 
No. of 

inventors 

No. of 

inventors in 

home country 

No. of 

inventors in 

host country 

Knowledge 

flows by home 

inventors 

Knowledge 

flows by host 

inventors 

Knowledge 

flows per 

home inventor 

Knowledge 

flows per host 

inventor 

Singapore 34 8 26 30 52 3.75 2 

Houston 7 2 5 5 5 2.5 1 

Isle of Wight 3 0 3 - 11 - 3.67 

Chennai 2 1 1 7 1 3.5 1 
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R&D Internationalization at Suzlon 

Suzlon’s R&D internationalization began with its acquisitions. In 2000, it 

acquired AE-Rotor, a bankrupt Dutch firm. Soon thereafter, a subsidiary AE Rotor 

Techneik B.V. was formally incorporated in 2001 with a competence creation mandate 

focusing on the design of molds and blades for wind turbines. To produce different 

varieties of blades in India, it bought manufacturing and marketing rights from Enron 

Wind, a bankrupt American firm. This purchase also gave Suzlon a state-of-the-art 

production line and technical support (Lewis, 2007). In 2002, it setup an R&D subsidiary 

Suzlon Energy GmbH in Germany by acquiring a German firm AX 215 Verwaltungs 

GmbH. These early acquisitions too were output oriented. A Suzlon executive explained 

the company’s early acquisition strategy: 

Acquisition targets have been selected based on the evolution of the 
company. The process has been driven by the chairman’s [Tulsi Tanti] 
vision of what Suzlon is to be as a business. Early acquisitions were a mix 
of getting the team [personnel] as well as the technology, for example, 
AE-Rotor acquisition. We were pretty output oriented and opportunistic to 
achieve this end. 

 
Another Suzlon executive noted with regards to internationalization: 

In the initial years, there was less focus on R&D. Setting up our own R&D 
was a costly affair… We were primarily concerned with establishing our 
business using acquired resources. 

 
  Output orientation in the initial years is a characteristic of EMNEs as it helps in 

setting up their international business and results in rapid output catch-up (Awate et al., 

2012). This orientation however evolves as the firm looks to obtain higher end R&D 

knowledge. Suzlon soon began focusing on targets that possessed significant R&D 

knowledge in different technologies and were active innovators. In 2004, Suzlon set up a 

joint venture with one of its generator suppliers, Elin Motoren GmbH of Austria, and 
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began manufacturing generators in India (Red Herring Prospectus, 2005). Soon 

thereafter, Suzlon made two of its largest and most important acquisitions. In 2006, it 

acquired Hansen Transmissions of Belgium, the second largest gearbox manufacturer in 

the world. The acquisition gave it access to the most sophisticated technology for 

gearboxes and drive trains. Next, in 2007, it acquired REpower Systems AG, a large 

turbine manufacturer from Germany, whose product portfolio included the largest multi-

megawatt offshore wind turbine. REpower was known for its German engineering which 

Suzlon attempted to access. Through these acquisitions, Suzlon headquarters was aiming 

to build a knowledge portfolio in key technology areas, as seen from the filled squares in 

table 9. Suzlon’s three major associations, Elin, Hansen, and REpower, had significant 

R&D focus and had been patenting in their respective competencies long before Suzlon 

associated with them. This is seen from table 10 – the years of patent filing are much 

earlier compared to the years of association with these three firms. 

In 2005, Suzlon setup an R&D unit in Denmark to focus on aerodynamics and the 

overall wind technologies. Over the years, it continued to expand its R&D base in 

Denmark and Germany, the top countries in wind innovations, to focus on the overall 

turbine technologies and mechanical and electrical systems. These subsidiaries are among 

the most established with an approximate R&D headcount of 250 personnel. Recently it 

also opened a small R&D unit in China to explore R&D opportunities in the growing 

Chinese market. A Suzlon executive explained the company’s current knowledge 

acquisition strategy: 

Today Suzlon has a fair amount of [output] knowledge. The next 
acquisitions will be focused on what technological gaps exist, what future 
markets are expected to be, what future technologies are expected to be, 
[and] what technological discontinuities are expected. Now the 
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acquisitions will be more systematic, futuristic, and strategic. Now it is 
based on innovation – what do I need to build future products? 

 
The quote shows a revision in the company’s initial output orientation. Today the 

company is looking to stay competitive through increased focus on innovation. To 

achieve innovation catch-up, it is increasingly internationalizing R&D by strategically 

locating in key innovative regions to access the embedded knowledge. A Suzlon 

executive explained: 

We are looking for the right place to do each technology… Suzlon is a 
member of various international and local forums. Local technology teams 
maintain close relations with knowledge holders in various knowledge 
clusters. They have come out of the local geography… Our objective is to 
develop talent in various geographies and deploy them locally. 

 

Innovation Catch-up of Suzlon Headquarters  

As noted by the qualitative evidence, the higher end R&D knowledge resides in 

its foreign subsidiaries which its Indian headquarters aims to access to undertake 

innovation catch-up. As shown by table 10, competence creation happens in Suzlon’s 

foreign subsidiaries. The Indian operations have not generated any patent yet as they are 

mostly competence-exploiting up till now. In fact, the latest technological knowledge is 

brought to India from its foreign R&D subsidiaries usually through manufacturing 

assignments. A Suzlon R&D manager explained:  

Most of the manufacturing and assembly occurs in India. Product design 
largely happens in Europe, mostly in Germany and some in Netherlands. 
But then the prototypes [based on those designs] are made and tested in 
India. We are increasingly sending product engineering jobs to India to 
benefit from the engineering talent here.  
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Adding the role of Suzlon’s India operations, the manager continued: 

Practical knowledge and integration of design into production are the 
strengths of the Indian operation. Many of the new product launches have 
come out of joint teams based in Europe and India. The teams are made 
up of pure product design folks in Europe and practical/program 
managers based in India. 
 
The quote highlights that currently Suzlon’s India operations are primarily 

manufacturing-focused exploiting the higher end design knowledge created by its 

European subsidiaries. The company however does have a focus on making advanced 

subsidiary knowledge accessible within the group to facilitate innovation catch-up by 

other units such as those in India. A Suzlon executive explained the goal of its Indian 

headquarters: 

R&D strategies are decided between the CEO, the head of technology 
along with the [regional] business heads… Innovation system is highly 
centralized. Our vision is to avoid duplication and centralize R&D 
decision making… We are expanding the advanced R&D functions here in 
India now. We have set up some product development teams here. The 
ambition is to transfer some work here. 

 
Apart from manufacturing assignments, another way to access subsidiary 

knowledge is through transfer of personnel. A Suzlon executive explained it with regards 

to the REpower acquisition: 

REpower acquisition was a bold strategic step for us. It allowed us to 
enter the offshore [turbine] market. These are real huge turbines… Apart 
from the acquisition process, the transfer of systems and procedures is 
crucial. That process is happening; it will take time… The personnel 
[Suzlon engineers] are now getting transported [from India] to Germany; 
they are talking to REpower engineers… they are figuring out how to get 
manufacturing jobs from REpower to India. Blades, for example, REpower 
has totally different standards for blades. We are working out with them 
how to manufacture such blades in our Indian plants with their quality 
parameters. 
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REpower was acquired with the goal of accessing its R&D knowledge and 

making it available in Suzlon’s global network of subsidiaries to build innovation 

capabilities. However, the actual knowledge transfer did not begin after the acquisition. 

As of 2011, Suzlon was still working to get manufacturing jobs from REpower. These 

jobs provide output capabilities and are far less value-added as compared to the R&D 

knowledge (Morck and Yeung, 1991; Mudambi, 2008). Accessing R&D knowledge was 

not even being discussed yet. As corroborated by an R&D executive at REpower: 

Sometimes we get visitors [from India] and some people from REpower 
visit there but there is really no overlap or organized transfer [of R&D]… 
The collaboration is more organizational than technical or R&D focused. 
 
 One of the reasons behind this delay is the difficulty involved in this acquisition. 

In 2007 when Suzlon acquired an initial stake, two-thirds of REpower’s equity was held 

by minority shareholders. Suzlon proceeded with the acquisition in stages and by 2009 

acquired 90.5% stake in REpower. However, under German corporate law, REpower was 

not required to share its technical knowledge until Suzlon acquired the entire100% stake. 

REpower used this provision and refused to share its technology with Suzlon which by 

then owned most of its shares (Vietor and Seminerio, 2008). As of November 2011, 

Suzlon owns 100% of REpower. A Suzlon executive noted that the process of formally 

integrating the two companies would begin now. Although being the owner, Suzlon is not 

involved in decisions regarding REpower’s R&D activities. Suzlon headquarters do not 

participate in designing REpower’s R&D strategy. As explained by an R&D executive at 

REpower: 

They [Suzlon] are our shareholders… They [certainly] brought in 
money… I guess they respect our expertise and success. They have helped 
us on some [manufacturing-related] process optimization topics but 
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[R&D-wise] they are pretty much hands off… They listen to what we have 
to say [in R&D matters]. 

 
Of course, the situation will change over time. To that effect, the R&D executive 

at REpower also noted: 

At this point, we [REpower] don’t have a global R&D network. R&D 
takes place mainly in Germany and to some extent in Denmark. However, 
this may change… The future depends very much on what our shareholder 
[Suzlon] wants us to do... They know their business very well… They have 
some great marketing expertise…we respect that. 

 
Suzlon has otherwise been successful in accessing knowledge from its previous 

acquisitions. Patent records from table 10 support it by showing that Suzlon’s R&D 

subsidiaries in Rostock and Berlin are competent in the areas of rotor operation and 

rotary bearings, the competencies of AE-Rotor and Hansen respectively. As noted by a 

Suzlon executive: 

The AE-Rotor team is now well integrated in Suzlon… Hansen was sold in 
2011 to ease cash flow needs. But the acquisition fulfilled the required 
[manufacturing and R&D] needs. They still supply to us but we no longer 
own them… [Only] REpower has been a differentiator [in terms of 
acquisition and integration challenges]. 

 

Knowledge Flows in Suzlon R&D Network 

Similar to the analyses conducted for Vestas R&D network, we used the 

backward citations of Suzlon subsidiary patents to study the knowledge flows within their 

R&D network. Suzlon headquarters did not have a patent until the end of our sample 

period. Thus, we could conduct only the first type of analysis on the backward citations 

to find the geographic distribution of the sources of knowledge for Suzlon network. The 

results are shown in tables 15 and 16. The patents filed by Suzlon subsidiaries in Rostock 

and Berlin could not be included, as their patents did not include backward citation 

information. As seen in the tables, the subsidiaries obtain most of their knowledge from 
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the US, Germany, and Japan. For Elin and Hansen, the home country India does not 

provide any knowledge flows and the host countries too do not play a significant role. For 

REpower, the host country Germany has a much larger share as compared to the home 

country. Although, the home country share is slowly evolving given the increasing 

competitiveness of India in wind innovations, noted in table 9. 

Table 15: Geographic distribution of sources of knowledge flows for Suzlon R&D 
network 

Subsidiary 
# of 

patents 

# of 

cited 

patents 

# of 

knowledge 

flows 

DK US DE JP AT BE IN CN 

Elin (AT) 4 25 57 0 34 1 21 0 0 0 0 

Hansen (BE) 24 138 213 2 84 42 45 0 15 0 0 

REpower 

(DE) 
55 532 1146 59 507 298 104 4 0 16 15 

Legend: DK – Denmark, US – United States, DE – Germany, JP – Japan, AT – Austria, BE – Belgium, IN – 

India, CN – China 
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Table 16: Share of home and host countries in knowledge flows for Suzlon R&D network 

Subsidiary 

Total 

share of 

home 

country 

(%) 

2007 2008 2009 2010 

Total 

share 

of host 

country 

(%) 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

Elin (AT) 0 - -   0 - - - - - - - 

Hansen 

(BE) 
0 - -   7.04 4.59 31.82 0 14.29 - 0 0 

REpower 

(DE) 
1.4 0.36 2.18 0.48 5.75 26 21.23 35.71 32.36 15.72 20.09 29.89 43.33 
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The home country knowledge however does not reside at Suzlon headquarters. As 

the headquarters did not have a patent, the second analysis involving cited headquarters 

patents that quantifies the knowledge relationship between the headquarters and 

subsidiaries could not be carried out. Further, none of the inventors in Suzlon’s R&D 

network were located in India. Thus, lead inventor analysis that finds whether the lead 

inventors are located at home or host locations was not conducted. These results provide 

further support to our qualitative findings that the higher end R&D knowledge is present 

at Suzlon’s foreign subsidiaries. Suzlon headquarters does not yet possess competence-

creating abilities. Rather it is involved in accessing subsidiary knowledge to gain these 

capabilities for innovation catch-up.    

Proposition Development and Discussion 

EMNEs are appearing on world markets in greater numbers and in a wider range 

of industries and fields (Khanna and Palepu, 1999). In this paper, we have compared and 

contrasted R&D internationalization of one successful EMNE in emerging global wind 

power industry, Suzlon Energy Limited (Suzlon) from India, with one incumbent AMNE, 

Vestas Wind Systems A/S (Vestas) from Denmark. Specifically, in contrast to viewing 

R&D internationalization in terms of the twin strategies of competence exploitation and 

competence creation (Cantwell and Mudambi, 2005; 2011), our results suggests that 

EMNE R&D internationalization is rooted in the firms’ overall catch-up strategy to get 

on par with industry leaders. 

We find the following: On the surface it may appear that the R&D 

internationalization of the two firms was similar since both focused on tapping into 

dispersed knowledge sources across the globe. However, the purpose of R&D 
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internationalization was different in two cases. For Vestas, foreign R&D subsidiaries 

were established to provide local talent in the overall technological areas. The goal of 

R&D internationalization was therefore to support its R&D activities in Denmark through 

the newest ideas and the latest developments generated in the subsidiaries. Although 

Vestas subsidiaries were more outward looking to obtain knowledge given the 

competencies in their local contexts, Vestas headquarters played a key role in knowledge 

coordination and integration. The headquarters provided most of the within-firm 

knowledge to the subsidiaries. In addition, in most cases, the inventor teams had a lead 

inventor located at the headquarters indicating that the overall vision of the innovation 

efforts and key knowledge elements may be provided by the headquarters.  

In contrast, Suzlon’s goal from internationalization was to access foreign firms’ 

knowledge in key wind technologies. In the initial years, this knowledge was used to 

make the latest product and increase Suzlon’s business, i.e., output catch-up. Later on, 

Suzlon acquired firms with significant R&D base and attempted to access their 

knowledge to develop innovation capabilities.  

 The consequences of these contrasting strategies can be illustrated using the 

example of innovation catch-up of Vestas’ Chennai subsidiary with that of Suzlon’s 

headquarters in India (see Figure 10). Seeing the innovation potential of the Chennai 

subsidiary, Vestas headquarters revised its mandate to competence creation and supplied 

the necessary knowledge to enable its innovation catch-up. On the contrary, Suzlon 

headquarters attempted to access higher-end knowledge from its R&D subsidiaries in 

advanced economies. 
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Figure 10: Innovation catch-up in AMNE and EMNE 

Of course, R&D internationalization has catch-up aspects for both EMNEs and 

AMNEs. But the knowledge source and target are opposite: in the AMNE context, often 

it is the subsidiaries that catch up with the headquarters, whereas in the EMNE context, it 

is the headquarters that catches up with the subsidiaries. A consequence of this, however, 

is that the knowledge flows that enable the catch-up process move in opposite directions. 

As shown in figure 8, within AMNE context the numeraire knowledge flow is the 

primary initiator of subsidiary innovation catch-up. The subsidiary is a net user of AMNE 

knowledge and is in the initial years more likely to experiences less autonomy and more 

control from the headquarters (Gupta and Govindarajan, 1991). Over time, however, the 

subsidiary evolves and catches up with respect to headquarters and other subsidiaries in 

the AMNE network and receives a more competence creating mandate (Cantwell and 

Mudambi, 2005). The subsidiary can then make specific regional and global 
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contributions to the AMNE beyond its local market by forming external network linkages 

with other companies and institutions in its own environment (Andersson, Forsgren, and 

Holm, 2002). These processes are thus in accordance with extant research on R&D 

internationalization that stresses the twin strategies of competence exploitation and 

competence creation (Cantwell and Mudambi, 2005, 2011).  

For the EMNE, however, we see that the R&D subsidiary is at a higher 

knowledge level than the headquarters. By acquiring knowledge intensive firms in 

advanced economies, Suzlon could access the knowledge required for wind turbine 

production and subsequently innovation. The transfer knowledge flow from subsidiary to 

the headquarters is the main facilitator of the innovation catch-up of the headquarters, and 

thus of the firm. The knowledge profile is thus reversed in the EMNE context where its 

R&D subsidiaries are more dominant knowledge-wise. As a result, in the initial years, 

EMNE headquarters exerts lesser control in the R&D matters of its advanced economy 

R&D subsidiaries. It assumes a more distant role than its traditional roles of controller 

and knowledge integrator. Its goal is to obtain the higher end knowledge of its R&D 

subsidiary for its innovation catch-up. Accordingly, R&D internationalization should be 

regarded as part of EMNE’s overall catch-up strategy.  

We argue that the directionality of the knowledge flows makes the process of 

innovation catch-up particularly difficult and in consequence slower for EMNEs. Indeed, 

innovation catch-up is in general much harder and generally takes much longer than, for 

example, output or production catch-up (Awate et al., 2012). The very nature of 

innovation capabilities are causally ambiguous and socially complex, making their 

replication difficult (Dierickx and Cool, 1989). As such, the process of innovation catch-
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up is complex, whether it concerns an R&D subsidiary, the headquarters, or the firm 

itself. It is complex within an EMNE as well as an AMNE context. As shown by data on 

Chennai subsidiary, the process of knowledge transfer and eventual innovation catch-up 

was not straightforward even when the headquarters closely collaborated with the 

subsidiary. Yet, we argue that innovation catch-up is comparatively more difficult for 

EMNEs than for AMNEs. The argument can be understood by focusing on the nature of 

intra-MNE knowledge flows (e.g. Almeida, 1996; Almeida and Phene, 2004; Cantwell 

and Mudambi, 2005, 2011; Mudambi and Navarra, 2004; Song and Shin, 2008) and 

particularly on whether the source or the target initiated the flow. 

It is well established that the control of knowledge brings more bargaining power 

to the MNE units (Mudambi and Navarra, 2004) as they enjoy an informational 

monopoly within MNE (Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000). The source units may use their 

knowledge advantage to retain relative power creating concerns for opportunism, holdup 

and knowledge hoarding within the organization (Williamson, 1975; Gupta and 

Govindarajan, 2000). This intra-MNE power play implies that the source unit managers 

may not always have the motivational disposition to source knowledge to the target but 

focus on rent-seeking instead (Gupta and Govindarajan, 2000; Scharfstein and Stein, 

2000; Asakawa, 2001). To counter these problems and increase knowledge sharing, the 

literature on corporate control suggests the mechanisms of incentives and monitoring to 

align source unit manager’s goals with those of the entire MNE. 

When the source unit is the headquarters and the target is the subsidiary (as in our 

AMNE case), this power play is less of a problem. As noted earlier, the headquarters 

often creates and updates the subsidiary’s R&D mandate and initiates the knowledge 
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transfer. This process may thus be termed as sourcing of knowledge to the relatively 

backward target1. Naturally, it tries to make sourcing a smoother process to facilitate 

subsidiary’s innovation catch-up. In principal-agent terms, this case can be seen as the 

principal (headquarters) providing resources (knowledge) to the agent (R&D subsidiary).  

However, the opposite becomes the case when the headquarters is the target 

accessing knowledge from a powerful subsidiary source (as in the EMNE case). This 

process in which the knowledge-backward target initiates the flow may equally be termed 

as the accessing of knowledge from relatively advanced sources. In this respect, the 

considerations for agent’s (subsidiary’s) opportunism become important. Of course, by 

devising appropriate incentive and monitoring mechanisms, headquarters can try to 

minimize opportunism to make accessing more efficient. However, if the subsidiary is 

more knowledge-advanced and thus powerful than the headquarters (as was the case in 

Suzlon’s acquisition of REpower), the headquarters’ controlling ability declines 

(Mudambi and Navarra, 2004). Literature provides similar evidence, for example, Philips 

headquarters could not effectively control its large North American subsidiary (Bartlett, 

2002) or how Hudson’s Bay Company’s headquarters in London faced challenges 

managing its large Canadian subsidiary (Carlos and Nicholas, 1993). As shown by the 

qualitative data, REpower used German law and exercised its power to refuse sharing its 

advanced R&D knowledge with Suzlon, even when Suzlon was its majority shareholder. 

Even to initiate lower-end manufacturing knowledge transfer, Suzlon had to negotiate 

with REpower.  

In sum, this shows that while the headquarters tries to access knowledge, it cannot 

simply instruct its powerful subsidiary to start the knowledge flow but may have to 
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interact closely and negotiate with the subsidiary over the details of the knowledge 

transfer. Assuming comparable transmission channels and target learning ability both in 

the sourcing and the accessing scenarios, it is reasonable to expect that accessing would 

be a longer and more difficult process as compared to sourcing. Thus, in combination 

with the complexities involved in the innovation catch-up, we propose the following: 

Proposition: EMNE headquarters’ innovation catch-up is harder and slower as 

compared to an AMNE R&D subsidiary. 

 In our case study of the AMNE Vestas, we did not find any evidence of 

headquarters accessing knowledge from the subsidiaries primarily because of the deep 

knowledge already present at the headquarters in a range of technologies. However, at 

some point, AMNE headquarters too may acquire a knowledge-dominant firms and 

attempt to access knowledge from it. We do not deny that this accessing scenario too will 

be harder. But given the AMNE’s existing knowledge stock and competitiveness, we 

argue that accessing may be relatively easier as compared to an EMNE headquarters that 

greatly lags in knowledge. Thus, the proposition will have a much stronger impact in the 

case of EMNE than an AMNE.  
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Endnote 

1. Knowledge management literature uses the term “sourcing” for both when source 

initiates the flow and when the target initiates the flow. For example, Almeida (1996) 

uses sourcing for both learning (target initiated) as well as contribution (source initiated) 

by foreign MNEs. Song and Shin (2008) use it to indicate knowledge transfer from host 

country initiated by MNE (the target). The latter use of the term is similar to the 

component sourcing literature (Murray and Kotabe, 1999). However, we think that these 

studies do not need to identify and differentiate between the flow’s initiator. Our study 

clarifies this ambiguity at the outset. 
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CHAPTER 8 

IMPLICATIONS, CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 Location-level Analysis 

 As noted by our location-level analysis, the breadth of innovation at a location has 

a larger impact on its innovation performance as compared to depth. Since breadth has 

the potential to develop earlier than depth, it indicates that new locations may focus on 

building breadth first which may accelerate their innovation performance and thus 

innovation catch-up with respect to incumbent innovative locations. While there are 

limits to breadth’s impact, a strategy to reach an optimum breadth level can indeed be 

devised. Essentially, we point out that the early strategy of a new location should focus 

more on building breadth than depth.  

 We thus show that emerging industries may have high uncertainty in terms of 

demand, technology, strategy, and operations, but it may not deter entry by locations in 

these industries. In fact, those locations that focus on building breadth may be successful 

entrants in terms of innovation performance. The potential for successful entry illustrates 

that the forces of new knowledge economy are causing a wider geographic dispersal of 

knowledge creation activities in emerging industries. Dispersal of value creation has 

caused an increasing fine slicing of global value chain (Mudambi, 2008). It has thus 

shifted the economic activity from trade in goods to trade in activities. While the trade-in-

goods era did exhibit clustering of innovation in emerging industries, as shown by the 

works of Audretsch and Feldman, we show that the trade-in-activities era is experiencing 

a comparatively wider geographic circumference of innovation in emerging industries.  
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It may be beneficial to visually view the innovation geography in this industry. 

Figure 11 shows the locations of wind inventors by 2011. It is evident that the triad 

nations are most certainly the leaders in terms of concentration of industry inventors. 

However, the figure does highlight other non-triad locations such as those in China, 

India, Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and Australia. These newer locations do not yet 

have a heavy concentration of inventors as in the triad nations, however, the very 

presence of these locations and a decent inventor population is indicative of the catch-up 

processes under way. Two examples of this rapid innovation catch-up, also highlighted in 

figure 4, are Shanghai, China and Bangalore, India. As noted before, these locations filed 

their first wind turbine patent in 2004 and 2006 respective. However, by 2011, they have 

become central in terms of the degree centralities. Bangalore is known for its Internet and 

Communications Technology (ICT) acumen (Lorenzen and Mudambi, 2013). Our 

analyses show that, with respect to wind power industry, Bangalore is also active in 

electrical technology research. It serves as a good example of the development of related 

industry cluster since Bangalore’s ICT acumen and the established high-technology 

infrastructure have attracted R&D in other related industries. It has also appealed to the 

world’s largest MNEs for setting up their R&D subsidiaries. For example, General 

Electric’s John Welch technology center is located in Bangalore. It is the company’s 

largest R&D center outside of the US.
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Figure 11: Geographic presence of wind industry inventors 
(Source: Google maps were used to plot our 2011 inventor data. The figure is a screen shot taken from the Google maps website.)
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 The fine slicing of value chain that led to trade-in-activities era provides another 

important implication. It is noted that the fine slicing occurs across the entire value chain 

including the high value-added activities of R&D and marketing (Mudambi, 2008). Firms 

base their location (concentrated/dispersed) and control (inhouse/outsourced) decisions to 

maximize the value capture from these activities. The location and control decisions with 

regards to firm’s R&D bring us to the concepts of exploratory and exploitative R&D 

(Mudambi and Swift, 2013). Exploitative R&D leverages firm’s existing knowledge. 

Exploratory R&D focuses on searching for new knowledge elements. Extending these 

concepts to emerging industry R&D, one may expect that exploratory R&D is more 

common in these industries given the predominance of product innovations that require 

recombinations across industries and technologies. While this is certainly obvious, it 

raises an important question – do product innovations automatically imply exploratory 

R&D.  

 Our results provide an insight to answer this question. While we argue that 

breadth of knowledge facilitates innovations in this industry, it is the breadth across 

related industries. Now, these related industries might be at a different lifecycle stage. As 

shown by our analyses, knowledge in electricity and aerodynamics industries drive the 

innovation performance in the wind power industry. While wind power is an emerging 

industry, electricity and aerodynamics are well-established industries. These industries 

are less likely to experience path-breaking innovations which are the result of exploratory 

R&D. Thus, the knowledge in these related industries may well be generated through 

exploitative R&D. However, when applied to wind power industry, it may make an 

impact equivalent to exploratory R&D.  
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This implication further helps in explaining entry by new locations, such as those 

in emerging economies of China and India. As noted before, a location’s innovation 

performance is the aggregate innovation performance of the firms situated there. These 

could be domestic firms or the subsidiaries of foreign MNEs. A location’s rapid 

innovation catch-up may in fact be more attributable to foreign MNE subsidiaries given 

their R&D intensity and more knowledge. As noted by the example of Bangalore, the 

emerging economy locations are increasingly attracting MNE R&D subsidiaries. Further, 

newer locations, especially those in emerging economies, are often assigned with 

standardized activities, as noted in the theoretical context. Over time, these locations 

undertake learning and innovation catch-up and attract increasingly complex activities. 

We argue that this may also be true with regards to locating emerging industry R&D at an 

emerging economy location. It may be the exploitative R&D in the established related 

industries, such as electricity and aerodynamics, that may be transported to such 

locations. Our result thus shows that the possibility of fine slicing of R&D in established 

related industries may be a factor facilitating entry of new locations in emerging 

industries.  

Firm-level Analysis 

Our firm-level analyses focused on the process of catch-up. The analyses noted 

that there is a distinction between output and innovation catch-up. While output catch-up 

results from rapid imitation, innovation catch-up requires the firm to have a broad and 

deep knowledge base. We showed that the rapid catch-up of EMNEs might in fact be 

related to their output capabilities and not their innovation capabilities.  
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An important aspect highlighted by our study is the role played by industry 

nascence in accelerating EMNE output catch up. In the 1990s and early 2000s, the 

emerging wind turbine industry had smaller players and the barriers to entry were low. 

These conditions were conducive to entry by a de novo firm like Suzlon. Further, they 

helped its internalization strategy since acquisition targets were readily available. 

Therefore, while emerging industries offer an uncertain environment, they also are 

characterized by conditions that enable rapid output catch up by EMNEs. However, 

innovation catch up is likely to be particularly hard in these industries. As highlighted by 

our findings, innovation capabilities are harder to replicate. In addition to that, emerging 

industries lack imitable standards and best practices unlike mature industries. For a young 

EMNE that lacks sufficient technological knowledge, innovation catch up in such 

industries is even more challenging since the target is unknown. 

In conclusion, we make an important distinction between EMNEs’ catch up in 

terms of output and innovation capabilities.  However, we do not claim that the 

innovation–imitation relationship taking place between the AMNE and the EMNE is a 

permanent state of affairs. As the concept itself suggests, catch up is a process that moves 

towards parity. Narula (2012) argues that as the EMNEs evolve, the observable 

differences between these firms and their advanced economy counterparts will diminish. 

As our analysis indicates, Suzlon has also focused on locating in the industry’s 

knowledge hotspots by setting up R&D centers in Germany, Netherlands, and Belgium, 

to facilitate its knowledge exploration and broaden its knowledge. It documents the 

company’s efforts to achieve catch up in innovation capabilities. Clearly, the existence of 

a highly competitive EMNE puts pressure on the AMNE firms to maintain and enhance 
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their innovative efforts, which may lead to a situation of EMNE and AMNE knowledge 

and technology convergence (Abramovitz, 1986; Kumaraswamy et al., 2012). Further, 

accessing knowledge through acquiring knowledge-bearing firms abroad is one of the 

ways in which an EMNE may pursue catch up. Although Suzlon adopted such an 

internalization strategy, we do not imply that the process of catch up requires an 

internalization strategy. Even the domestic firms in emerging economies may exhibit 

catch up through learning by exporting (Salomon and Shaver, 2005) and spillover 

processes where local firms learn from AMNEs (Mudambi, 2008). How other strategies, 

such as component sourcing through arm’s-length transactions, may lead to EMNE catch 

up is an interesting question requiring further research. Moreover, while this study 

focuses on EMNEs in emerging industries, our findings have relevance to EMNEs in 

mature industries. Examples such as Tata Motors or Infosys, which entered mature 

industries, are operating at the industry’s technology frontier and competing fiercely with 

their rivals from advanced economies. Whether their competition is still based on the 

output capabilities or has moved to innovation capabilities, and if so, whether they have 

the capabilities to create next generations of technology in their respective industries, are 

interesting questions for future research. 

Further, our firm-level analyses have important implications as to how we 

understand EMNE R&D internationalization. We stress that EMNE R&D 

internationalization should be seen as a process of catching-up. EMNE catch-up can be 

understood as the process through which firms from emerging markets gain parity with 

industry incumbent firms (Awate et al., 2012; Bell and Pavitt, 1993; Kumaraswamy et 

al., 2012; Mathews et al., 2011; Mudambi, 2008). In order to access technologies and 
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skills that are not ‘off-the-shelf’, emerging economy firms undertake asset-seeking 

investments in firms, often located in advanced economies, with state-of-the-art 

technologies and established R&D facilities. This is in stark contrast to the 

internationalization of AMNEs’ R&D activities which can to a large extent has been 

explained in terms of the twin strategies of competence exploitation and competence 

creation (Cantwell and Mudambi, 2005; 2011).  

Obtaining technology through acquisitions results in output catch-up in which the 

EMNE exploits the acquired firms’ competencies to manufacture state-of-the-art product 

(Awate et al., 2012). Innovation catch-up requires sustained focused efforts by 

establishing and adequately supporting competence-creating units. Evolution along 

innovation capabilities is harder for both AMNEs and EMNEs. However, as EMNEs rely 

on accessing knowledge from its foreign acquisitions, they are subject to subsidiary 

opportunism, making their innovation catch-up even harder and slower. This implies that 

EMNE managers are required to be extra vigilant when deciding and executing 

acquisitions, especially when the targets are larger established firms. 

Interestingly however, EMNE’s knowledge-backward status and its reliance on 

accessing rather than sourcing indeed have some upsides. As demonstrated in this paper, 

Suzlon recognized that the only way to compete with foreign manufacturers was to learn 

from them by importing their technology and adapting it to local market conditions. 

When it started internationalizing its R&D, it began with smaller acquisition targets to 

access knowledge and to fill its gaps in advanced technological and market knowledge. It 

used this knowledge first to catch-up on output to establish a foothold in the foreign 

markets. This suggests that EMNEs need other resources and competences than AMNEs 
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to succeed. The drivers and process of R&D internationalization are inherently different 

for EMNEs than those for AMNEs. In particular, our results suggest that EMNEs’ 

awareness of weaknesses (e.g., Suzlon’s recognition of its inability to do product 

innovations similar to Vestas) may prompt them to devise other competitive strategies 

such as novel methods of doing business. It helps in recognizing the value of new 

knowledge in the form of technologies embedded in new products or services as well as 

new production processes, new methods of coordination, and new markets.  

Further, the lack of technological history means that EMNEs are less constrained 

in terms of technological path dependence. This can help EMNEs to search more widely 

across locations and develop the flexibility with which this knowledge can be configured 

and potentially combined in novel ways with existing knowledge (McGaughey, 2002). 

The ability of recognizing the value of new knowledge also implies that managers will be 

less prone to the impact of “not-invented-here” (NIH) syndrome that plagues many 

leading firms. The NIH syndrome creates an unwillingness to learn from external sources 

(Katz and Allen, 1982) and is especially severe for the firms doing greater internal R&D 

(Laursen and Salter, 2006). EMNE managers’ awareness of knowledge gaps and inability 

to invest in internal R&D in the initial years helps in external search and rapid knowledge 

inflows which can be used for fast output catch-up. Further, these managers may work to 

develop structures and processes to facilitate knowledge accessing. Eventually, these 

advantages may enable EMNEs such as Suzlon to compete successfully with firms from 

advanced economies such as Vestas.  

More generally, these findings have implications for how we can understand the 

relative competitiveness of AMNEs and EMNEs as a result of R&D internationalization. 
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A key source of competitiveness for the multinational enterprise relates to accessing and 

leveraging knowledge throughout its global footprint (Doz et al., 2001; Cantwell and 

Mudambi, 2005; 2011; Hansen and Løvås, 2004). Specifically, as competition in global 

industries is becoming more knowledge-intensive, the multinational enterprises can 

differentiate itself through its ability to access skills and knowledge scattered across their 

global operations network, while, at the same time, leverage their competencies across 

dispersed subsidiaries. Interestingly, our findings suggest that AMNEs and EMNEs 

approach these capabilities differently in the initial stages of R&D subsidiary evolution: 

Whereas Vestas mostly relies on sourcing of knowledge to most efficiently facilitate 

subsidiary’s innovation catch-up, Suzlon relies on accessing knowledge through its R&D 

subsidiaries to facilitate headquarters catch-up. While innovation catch-up is harder and 

slower as shown in this paper, output catch-up is often much faster (Awate et al., 2012). 

An implication of this is that EMNEs may be in a strong position to leapfrog AMNEs’ 

initial stages of product development, and thereby more rapidly emerge at the 

technological frontier of the industry. This pattern of rapid emergence of EMNEs is seen 

across a variety industries (Luo and Tung, 2007; Mathews et al., 2011; Zeng and 

Williamson, 2003). Hence, EMNEs’ ability to access state-of-the-art knowledge may put 

them in a position of comparative advantage vis-à-vis AMNEs that are to a larger extent 

relying on sourcing of established knowledge. 

Finally, our study shows that EMNEs, despite lacking advanced technological 

knowledge, can enter and succeed in knowledge-intensive and turbulent environments 

such as the wind turbine industry. The wind industry can be characterized as an emerging 

or sunrise industry with extreme uncertainty of technology, demand and growth potential 
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(Andersen and Drejer, 2008; Garud and Karnøe, 2003; Musgrove, 2010; Awate et al., 

2012). Much research has studied how EMNEs emerge in more traditional and mature 

industries such as pharmaceuticals (Chittoor and Ray, 2007), cement (Mathews, 2006) 

and automobiles (Kumaraswamy et al., 2012). Here, it has been suggested that emerging 

market firms typically internationalize to escape poor institutional environments at home 

(Cuervo-Cazurra and Genc, 2008; 2011), to secure resources and competencies that 

redress their own resource gaps (Rui and Yip, 2008), or as a compensatory response to a 

late-mover position on the world stage (Luo and Tung, 2007). By contrast, this study 

emphasizes how EMNEs like Suzlon can obtain resources and competencies to compete 

with incumbents the industries by acquiring technology, complementary goods and 

services available with smaller suppliers. Hence, an important future research question 

relates to understanding the differences in catch-up strategies and paths between 

emerging and mature industries. For example, one of the reasons why Suzlon could adopt 

an acquisition strategy when internationalizing is because smaller, affordable acquisition 

targets were available. In mature industries, EMNE entrants may not enjoy this advantage 

and may have to resort to other modes of internationalization. Thus, the way the 

propositions advanced using sunrise industry play out in mature industries will require 

further research.  
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